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Even as we focus on the future, it’s good to takestock of where we have been. That opportunitypresents itself this year as we celebrate the 125th
anniversary of our Law School’s founding. We are
planning an extended series of events for alumni, faculty,
students and friends of New York State’s law school – the
only law school in the SUNYsystem – for our
quasquicentennial. We hope you will be part of the
festivities!
The Law School was founded on Sept. 28, 1887,
during the first of former Buffalo mayor Grover
Cleveland’s terms as U.S. president. Established by
visionaries who saw the limitations of the
apprenticeship model of legal training, the school has
since educated generations of lawyers, with a special
focus on public-interest work and innovative
interdisciplinary scholarship. Indeed, it is estimated
that eight of 10 lawyers working in Western New York
learned their craft at SUNY Buffalo Law, and alumni
can be found working throughout the United States
and worldwide as leading members of the bench and
bar. 
This edition of the SUNY Buffalo Law Forum
highlights our anniversary celebration. In this issue you
will find a special fold-out timeline and articles about
significant aspects of our long and distinguished history.
It is a reminder of some of the people and
accomplishments that have shaped the Law School into
the institution it is today. I hope you enjoy it, and
recognize your own place in our history.
And there is more online. I invite you to visit the
anniversary micro-site, www.law.buffalo.edu/125.asp,
for information on all the events we’re planning
throughout the academic year, as well as extensive
historical materials. Especially noteworthy are a series of
vintage photos and a selection of video clips from the
Law School’s oral history project, featuring the names of
some of our best-known graduates.
• • •
The corridors and classrooms of John Lord O’Brian
Hall are alive again as the academic year gets under way
and we welcome the incoming Class of 2015. This is
always an exciting time in the life of the Law School, and
I’m especially excited about the new first-year class.
As you may know, law schools nationwide are
experiencing much lower numbers of applicants than
they have in the past. I’m happy to report to you that
despite that challenge, we have been able to maintain a
very high-quality student body. Our entering class of
205 was drawn from 1,445 applicants. The accepted
students bring with them a median LSAT score of 156
and a median grade point average of 3.51. The class is
almost evenly divided between men and women. And of
primary concern, we continue to admit diverse classes
that look like America, and to ensure access for all
academically promising students regardless of their
economic circumstances.    
I am also delighted to be working with three  newly
appointed vice deans: Kim Diana Connolly, vice dean
for legal skills; Charles Patrick Ewing, vice dean for
academic affairs; and Guyora Binder, vice dean for
research and faculty development. We are fortunate to
have these talented faculty members and administrators
working with us to move the Law School forward.
We are grateful as well for your support as alumni
and friends of SUNY Buffalo Law School. As I say often,
we could not do it without you – your involvement
makes us stronger in so many ways. In this time of
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For a century and a quarter, 
aspiring attorneys have learned 
their craft  with academic rigor and 
an eye toward the practical skills of
lawyering.  Here, a look  back at the 
proud story of how it came to be.
 - 







Local judges and attorneys
decided to establish the 
Buffalo Law School. The 
Niagara University Board of
Trustees met in March and
drew up articles pertaining
to the relationship between
the Law School and the
board.
Oct 3, 1887
• The first class of 15 men
met in the Ellicott Street
home of the Niagara Med-
ical School.  Charles Daniels,
a state Supreme Court
justice, was the first dean. 
He spoke on “How to Study
Law.”  Original classes 
included Constitutional
Law, Equity Jurisprudence,




Criminal Law, Codes, 






tions and Estate Law.
• Buffalo was understood to
be a “practical school,”
combining academic and
law office experience. The
two-year program led to a
bachelor of laws degree. 
• The first class included
Louis L. Ullman, who was
blind – the first disabled
graduate of the Law School. 
1888
The Law School moved to a
room in the Buffalo Library
Building on Clinton Street




was held on May 29 in the
lecture room of the Buffalo
Library. The main speaker
was Justice Albert Haight of
the state Court of Appeals.
1891
• The Law School became
part of the University of 
Buffalo. 
• The Daniels Inn of Phi
Delta Phi, an international
legal fraternity, was orga-
nized. (It lost its charter in
1947 after failing to reorga-
nize after World War II.) 
• The Law School moved to
the upper floor of the
Stafford Building at 158
Pearl St., where it remained
until 1896. 
1896
• The Law School moved to
the ninth floor of the Ellicott
Square building, which had
just opened, and remained
there until 1913. 
• The State Board of Bar 
Examiners showed that the
Law School had the highest
percentage of graduates
passing the bar exam of any
law school in the state. Out
of 50 candidates, 47 passed
on their first attempt, two on
their second.
1897
Dean Daniels passed away.
Adelbert Moot was elected
dean in the interim.   
1899
The Law School graduated
its first two women:  Helen
Z.M. Rodgers, who became
the first woman to ague an
appeal before the state Court
of Appeals, and Cecil B.
Wiener, who became the
first judge of Erie County
Children’s Court (a prede-
cessor to Family Court).
1901
Students voted to adopt an
honor system during 
examinations.
1902
The faculty hired 
Christopher G. Tiedeman 
as the third dean.
1903
Tiedeman died unexpected-
ly. Moot served as acting
dean for the 1903-04 
academic year. 
1904
Carlos C. Alden became
dean. He was the longest-
serving dean, serving in the
post for 32 years and teach-
ing for more than 50 years. 
1906
• The University Council 
approved a Master of Laws
(LL.M.) degree. 
• The course of study was 
extended to three years, and
an admissions requirement
of two years of college study
was put in place.
1907
Many original professors 
began to retire. New 
volunteers included 
John Lord O’Brian and 
Charles B. Sears.











The view from the top: The deans through the years
1913
The Law School moved into the
third and fourth floors of the 
Third National Bank building, 
275 Main St. (photo below).
1917
The Law School 
purchased 77 W. Eagle St.
(photo, right) and 
remained there for over 
50 years.  The purchase
price of the building was
$45,000.  Adelbert Moot
and five others used their
credit to make the 
purchase. 
1918
Carlos Alden helped found the
Legal Aid Bureau and served as
its president until 1950. 
1922
A freshman class of 167 was 
admitted – the largest class in
the school’s history at that time.
1926
William King Laidlaw joined
the faculty. He taught com-
mercial law courses until 1961.
1929
57 percent of attorneys prac-
ticing in Buffalo had received a
degree from the Law School.
1930
The Great Depression began.
1936
Alden stepped down as dean,
but continued to teach 
until 1954.   
1936
Francis M. Shea became the fifth
dean. He hired several Harvard
graduates, including Louis L.
Jaffe, Mark DeWolfe Howe and
David Riesman Jr., giving the
Law School the nickname of
“Little Harvard.” There were
now six full-time faculty 
members; an intensified moot
court program; and an 
emphasis on the casebook
method of teaching.
1937
The Law School received 
American Bar Association 
accreditation. 
1939
• World War II began.
• Dean Shea took a leave of 
absence to serve as assistant U.S.
attorney general in Washington.
Professor Mark DeWolfe Howe
became dean.
1940s 
Two noted Austrian lawyers
found refuge in Buffalo from
Nazism and taught at the Law
School: Arthur Lenhoff, once a
member of the High Constitu-
tional Court of Austria (he
taught at UB from 1945 to
1957), and Adolf Homburger,
who taught civil procedure from
1949 to 1977.
1945
World War II ended.
1946
• Professor Philip Halpern 
became dean. He received his
LL.B. from the Buffalo Law
School in 1923. Halpern intro-
duced an accelerated program –
classes were continuous through
the year, and an LL.B. could be
obtained in 24 months, to offset
potential military commission
and leaves.  
• The GI Bill affected Law School
enrollment. Of more than 200
applications for admission, 
160 came from veterans.
1947
Halpern was elected to the state







assistant dean.  







• The old struc-












• Jaffe resigned and the school
was administered by Claude E.
Puffer and Professor Jacob D.
Hyman.  
• George Niebank Jr. ’50 was 
appointed as law clerk to U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Robert
H. Jackson. Niebank was the
first student in the Law School
to receive such an appointment.  
• The Buffalo Law Review
was established by five students
who worked under guidance of 
Professor Charles W. Webster.
Those students included David
Buch, Philip A. Erickson, Robert
B. Fleming, Henry Rose and
Burton B. Sarles, all members of
the Class of 1951.
Early 1950s
• The first legal clinic was estab-
lished by Professor Charles W.
Webster. The student-run 
Indigent Prisoner Defense  
Organization aided defendants
charged with a misdemeanor.
1951
George Neff Stevens was
appointed as the ninth
dean.  Stephens stepped
down in 1952 after being
offered the deanship of
the University of Wash-
ington School of Law.
1951–52  
The Student Bar Associa-
tion was established, with
M. James Tizzano ’53 as its first
president.
1953
• Professor Jacob D. Hyman 
became the 10th dean. He stayed
at the Law School for 42 years.
• Professor David R. Kochery
was added to the faculty. 
• Carlos C. Alden retired at age
88 after 50 years of teaching, in-
cluding 34 years as dean. He was
named professor emeritus, the
first member of the faculty
to receive this distinc-






tance to students of
character and ability.
1957
Professors Joseph Laufer and
Robert B. Fleming ’51 were
added to the faculty.
1958
• Professor Wade J. Newhouse Jr.
was added to the faculty.
• The Barristers’ Ball
was reinstated after its
suspension during
World War II. It was
held at the Statler
Hilton, and the cost
was $6 per couple.
1960
Hyman set up the Annual 
Participating Fund for Legal 
Education, which asked for 
donations from alumni.
1961
• Professor Louis A. Del Cotto
’51 joined the faculty.
• The Law School was nearly
burned down when the adjacent
Hutchinson Building went up in
flames.  The basement was 











• Merger with the State 
University of New York was 
announced on Sept. 2.
1963
• Professor Herman Schwartz
joined the faculty.
• The first annual dinner of the
alumni association occurred.
Awards were presented to 
distinguished  alumni in the
fields of the judiciary (the Hon.
Charles S. Desmond ’20), public
service (John Lord O’Brian ’98)
and private practice (Harry J.
Kelley ’20). 
1964
• William D. Hawkland was 
appointed dean. 
• Professors Kenneth F.
Joyce and James B.
Atleson joined the
faculty.  





• SBA President Dale







grant the J.D. 
degree at UB, the
first professional 
degree in law. 
• Following Miranda v. Arizona,
Professor Herman Schwartz set
up a criminal justice training
program to update local law en-
forcement groups on new court
decisions. 
• Alumnus Edwin F. Jaeckle ’15
and businessman Peter Abrams
presented the Law School with
the largest gift in its history,
more than $200,000 to fund
various activities. 
1965
Milton Kaplan joined the 
faculty.
1967
Dean Hawkland became the



















• A new grading system was
adopted  –H for honors, Q for
qualified and U for unsatisfac-
tory. Required courses were 
reduced from 25 to seven, and
elective courses were expanded
from nine to 27. 
• Increased minority enrollment
helped form a Buffalo chapter of
the Black American Law 
Students Association and the
Puerto Rican Law Students 
Association.  A UB chapter of Phi
Alpha Delta, the world’s largest le-
gal fraternity, was organized  and
named in honor of the school’s
fourth dean, Carlos C. Alden.
• Barbara M. Sims ’55 was
named a lecturer. She was 
the first black member of the
faculty. 
1970
• Construction began on the
new Amherst campus, provid-
ing the Law School with its own
separate building and library.
• Professor Wade J. Newhouse
organized the Education Law
Clinic.
1971
• Richard D. Schwartz, a sociolo-
gist and not a lawyer, was named
the 12th dean of the Law School,
reflecting the school’s interdisci-
plinary character.  Schwartz 
encouraged interdisciplinary
courses and joint degree 
programs with the School of
Management and the School of
Social Services.
• A dramatic increase in female
enrollment began. Marjorie L.
Girth joined the faculty as an 
associate professor and became
the Law School’s first tenured 
female professor. 
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The deans through the years
Class of 1915
The Barristers’ Ball was reinstated in 1958
after its suspension during World War II.
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The Barristers’ Ball was reinstated in 1958
after its suspension during World War II.
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• On Sept. 9, inmates riot at 
Attica state prison. 
1972
A judicial clerkship program
was inaugurated. 
1973
• A clinic designed to solve
women’s legal problems was 
offered in the spring. 
• By the fall term, a new 
building was ready for 
occupancy and was named for
John Lord O’Brian. The moot
courtroom was dedicated in
honor of Dean Alden and the 
library was named in honor of
Hon. Charles B. Sears.  
• New faculty hires included
Professors John Henry Schlegel,
Janet S. Harring (Lindgren), L.
Thorne McCarty and Barry B.
Boyer. 
1974
• The first Albert R. Mugel Moot
Court Tax Competition was
held. It was organized by 
Professor Kenneth Joyce and 
included seven law schools.  
• The U.S. Department of the
Interior designated SUNY and
Cornell University as Sea Grant
colleges. Buffalo Law School was
designated the law center for the
Sea Grant program under the
direction of Professor Robert
Reis. 
• The Buffalo chapter of the 


















• The first alumni
convocation and Edwin F. Jaeck-
le Award presentation took
place on May 21 under the
chairmanship of James B. Den-
man ’65.  Edwin F. Jaeckle ’15
was the first recipient. 
• Dean Schwartz stepped down
to pursue teaching and research.
Thomas E. Headrick was named
the 13th dean. 
1977
• Several faculty additions 
included Philip Halpern, Alfred
S. Konefsky, 
Virginia A. Leary, 










progressive curriculum as the
Buffalo Model. 
1978
• The first annual Law Revue 
was performed at Talbert Hall,
featuring revues, skits, solos and
a chorus.  
• Former Professor Adolf 
Homburger, who wrote the 
New York long-arm jurisdiction
statute and the first workable
class-action statute, died unex-
pectedly.
• Robert Berger joined the 
faculty.
1980
• The first annual Spring Run, a
2.3-mile course on the Amherst
campus, was held.  
• Associate Dean William R.
Greiner took a position as the
University’s associate vice 
president for academic affairs. 
• Elizabeth B. Mensch and 
Barbara Blumenthal joined the
faculty. 
• The  Jaeckle Center for State
and Local Government Law was
established with a gift from 
Edwin F. Jaeckle ’15 and wife
Erma H. Jaeckle ’36. 
• The not-for-profit Buffalo
Public Interest Law Program
was incorporated. 
1981
• The Dean’s Club was 
established for those who 
contributed more than $500 to
the Law School annually.
• Faculty additions included
Guyora Binder, David M. Engel,
Charles P. Ewing, Alan D. Free-
man, George Kannar, Isabel
Marcus, Errol E. Meidinger,
Frank W. Munger and Robert J.
Steinfeld.
• The Entertainment Law 
Society was formed. 
1983
Dianne Avery joined the Law
School faculty.
1985
• The M. Robert Koren Center
for Clinical Legal Education was
dedicated. 
• Associate Dean Schlegel 
became acting dean when
Headrick stepped down. 
• Under Professor and Clinical
Legal Education Director Nils
Olsen’s direction, changes were
made so that clinicians could be
awarded tenure, have contract
renewal possibilities and rights
to vote. 
• The Magavern family donated
$100,000 to the Law School to
support faculty teaching and 
research projects.
1986
• SBA voted to support the 
revival of the Advocate, the Law
School yearbook.
• Professor Wade Newhouse 
became dean.
• Virginia A. Seitz, a 1985 
alumna, became the first 
female graduate to clerk for a
U.S. Supreme Court judge, Jus-
tice William Brennan.
1987
• David B. Filvaroff was 
appointed as 15th dean.
• Lucinda Finley joined the 
faculty.
• On Sept. 11 and 12, the Law
School celebrated its 100th 
anniversary. 
1989
Stephanie L. Phillips joined the
faculty.
1990
• A Capital District Alumni
Chapter was established in 
Albany, N.Y.
• The Domestic Violence Task
Force was formed.
• Anthony H. Szczygiel joined
the faculty.
1991
The Law Alumni Association
formed the GOLD Group
(Graduates of the Last Decade).
1992
• A new journal, Circles (now the
Buffalo Journal of Gender, Law &
Social Policy) was developed.
• Barry B. Boyer was appointed
the 16th dean.
1994
Professor Lucinda Finley 
revamped the Legal Research
and Writing program.
1995
• Dennis C. Vacco ’78 became
New York State attorney general.
• “Bridge courses” were intro-
duced; lawyers and judges began
to teach practical courses during
January. 
• Susan V. Mangold, Martha T.
McCluskey, Teresa A. Miller,
Makau W. Mutua and James A.
Wooten joined the faculty.
1996
• The Dean’s Advisory Council
was established.
1998
• R. Nils Olsen Jr. became the
17th dean of the Law School.
• The first-floor student lounge
was renovated.
• David A. Westbrook joined the
faculty.
2000
• The Law School launched its
first capital campaign.
2001
• Housing for law students was
built at Flint Village.
• The first issue of the Buffalo 
Intellectual Property Law Journal
was published.
• Athena D. Mutua joined the
faculty.
2002
• New professors included 
Rebecca French, James A. 
Gardner and Lynn Mather.
• The new courtroom was
named in honor of Francis M.
Letro ’79 in recognition of his 
$1 million gift to the Law
School.  Federal Magistrate
Judge Hugh B. Scott and state
Supreme Court Justice Ralph
Boniello presided over jury trials
in the Letro Courtroom.  
• The L.L.M program was devel-
oped. 
• Professor Charles Patrick 














• The William R. Greiner 
Scholarship Fund was 
established.
• James G. Milles joined the 
faculty.
2005 
• Two new dual-degree 
programs were introduced: 
Law and Urban Planning, and
Law and Pharmacy. 
• Lucinda M. Finley was 
appointed as UB’s vice provost
for faculty affairs. 
2006 
• The Dalai Lama spoke at the
first Law School Conference on
Law and Buddhism.
• Eugene F. Pigott ’73 was ap-
pointed to New York’s Court of
Appeals. 
• An extensive project was 
undertaken to renovate the 
conference facilities on the fifth
floor of O’Brian Hall.
• The New York City Program in
Law and Finance was initiated.
• Mark Bartholomew joined the
faculty.
• The Immigration Law Clinic
and the Environment and 
Development Clinic were added
to the curriculum.
2008
• Makua W. Mutua was  named
the 18th dean of the Law School.
• Professor Engel created a
bridge course taking law 
students to Thailand.
2009 
• Professor Isabel Marcus
accompanied law stu-
dents to Bosnia, Serbia
and Kosovo to study the
rule of law.
• The Cellino and Barnes 
Conference Center was
named in recognition of
the two alumni’s $1 
million gift to the Law
School. 
• The Virginia Leary Human
Rights Fellowship was estab-
lished in her honor.
2010
• Kim Diana Connolly was hired
to direct the Clinical Legal 
Education Program. 
• The Bridget and Thomas Black
Professorship was established
with a $1 million gift from 
Bridget and Thomas E. Black Jr.
’79; he is chair of the Dean’s 
Advisory Council.
• The Margaret W. Wong
Immigration Profes-




$1.5 million gift from
Margaret W. Wong ’76.
2011  
• Guyora Binder and
James A. Gardner were
named SUNY Distin-
guished Professors.
• The Louis A. Del Cotto Profes-
sorship in Tax and Finance was
established with a $500,000 gift
from Brian Baird ’83 and other
former students.
2012
• The Law School  hosted a panel
of legal education experts to
help chart a course for the 
future.
Left to right: M. Robert Koren ’44, President
Steven B. Sample, Dr. Robert Baker and 
Dean Thomas E. Headrick at dedication of 
the M. Robert Koren Clinical Legal 









Professor Errol E. Meidinger U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin
Scalia with Alumni Executive Director
Ilene R. Fleischmann
Celebrating 100 years of women, in 1999
The Dalai Lama addressed attendees at a
Law School conference.
Deans Mark DeWolfe Howe, Philip
Halpern,  Jacob D. Hyman, Francis M.
Shea and Louis L. Jaffe 
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• On Sept. 9, inmates riot at 
Attica state prison. 
1972
A judicial clerkship program
was inaugurated. 
1973
• A clinic designed to solve
women’s legal problems was 
offered in the spring. 
• By the fall term, a new 
building was ready for 
occupancy and was named for
John Lord O’Brian. The moot
courtroom was dedicated in
honor of Dean Alden and the 
library was named in honor of
Hon. Charles B. Sears.  
• New faculty hires included
Professors John Henry Schlegel,
Janet S. Harring (Lindgren), L.
Thorne McCarty and Barry B.
Boyer. 
1974
• The first Albert R. Mugel Moot
Court Tax Competition was
held. It was organized by 
Professor Kenneth Joyce and 
included seven law schools.  
• The U.S. Department of the
Interior designated SUNY and
Cornell University as Sea Grant
colleges. Buffalo Law School was
designated the law center for the
Sea Grant program under the
direction of Professor Robert
Reis. 
• The Buffalo chapter of the 


















• The first alumni
convocation and Edwin F. Jaeck-
le Award presentation took
place on May 21 under the
chairmanship of James B. Den-
man ’65.  Edwin F. Jaeckle ’15
was the first recipient. 
• Dean Schwartz stepped down
to pursue teaching and research.
Thomas E. Headrick was named
the 13th dean. 
1977
• Several faculty additions 
included Philip Halpern, Alfred
S. Konefsky, 
Virginia A. Leary, 










progressive curriculum as the
Buffalo Model. 
1978
• The first annual Law Revue 
was performed at Talbert Hall,
featuring revues, skits, solos and
a chorus.  
• Former Professor Adolf 
Homburger, who wrote the 
New York long-arm jurisdiction
statute and the first workable
class-action statute, died unex-
pectedly.
• Robert Berger joined the 
faculty.
1980
• The first annual Spring Run, a
2.3-mile course on the Amherst
campus, was held.  
• Associate Dean William R.
Greiner took a position as the
University’s associate vice 
president for academic affairs. 
• Elizabeth B. Mensch and 
Barbara Blumenthal joined the
faculty. 
• The  Jaeckle Center for State
and Local Government Law was
established with a gift from 
Edwin F. Jaeckle ’15 and wife
Erma H. Jaeckle ’36. 
• The not-for-profit Buffalo
Public Interest Law Program
was incorporated. 
1981
• The Dean’s Club was 
established for those who 
contributed more than $500 to
the Law School annually.
• Faculty additions included
Guyora Binder, David M. Engel,
Charles P. Ewing, Alan D. Free-
man, George Kannar, Isabel
Marcus, Errol E. Meidinger,
Frank W. Munger and Robert J.
Steinfeld.
• The Entertainment Law 
Society was formed. 
1983
Dianne Avery joined the Law
School faculty.
1985
• The M. Robert Koren Center
for Clinical Legal Education was
dedicated. 
• Associate Dean Schlegel 
became acting dean when
Headrick stepped down. 
• Under Professor and Clinical
Legal Education Director Nils
Olsen’s direction, changes were
made so that clinicians could be
awarded tenure, have contract
renewal possibilities and rights
to vote. 
• The Magavern family donated
$100,000 to the Law School to
support faculty teaching and 
research projects.
1986
• SBA voted to support the 
revival of the Advocate, the Law
School yearbook.
• Professor Wade Newhouse 
became dean.
• Virginia A. Seitz, a 1985 
alumna, became the first 
female graduate to clerk for a
U.S. Supreme Court judge, Jus-
tice William Brennan.
1987
• David B. Filvaroff was 
appointed as 15th dean.
• Lucinda Finley joined the 
faculty.
• On Sept. 11 and 12, the Law
School celebrated its 100th 
anniversary. 
1989
Stephanie L. Phillips joined the
faculty.
1990
• A Capital District Alumni
Chapter was established in 
Albany, N.Y.
• The Domestic Violence Task
Force was formed.
• Anthony H. Szczygiel joined
the faculty.
1991
The Law Alumni Association
formed the GOLD Group
(Graduates of the Last Decade).
1992
• A new journal, Circles (now the
Buffalo Journal of Gender, Law &
Social Policy) was developed.
• Barry B. Boyer was appointed
the 16th dean.
1994
Professor Lucinda Finley 
revamped the Legal Research
and Writing program.
1995
• Dennis C. Vacco ’78 became
New York State attorney general.
• “Bridge courses” were intro-
duced; lawyers and judges began
to teach practical courses during
January. 
• Susan V. Mangold, Martha T.
McCluskey, Teresa A. Miller,
Makau W. Mutua and James A.
Wooten joined the faculty.
1996
• The Dean’s Advisory Council
was established.
1998
• R. Nils Olsen Jr. became the
17th dean of the Law School.
• The first-floor student lounge
was renovated.
• David A. Westbrook joined the
faculty.
2000
• The Law School launched its
first capital campaign.
2001
• Housing for law students was
built at Flint Village.
• The first issue of the Buffalo 
Intellectual Property Law Journal
was published.
• Athena D. Mutua joined the
faculty.
2002
• New professors included 
Rebecca French, James A. 
Gardner and Lynn Mather.
• The new courtroom was
named in honor of Francis M.
Letro ’79 in recognition of his 
$1 million gift to the Law
School.  Federal Magistrate
Judge Hugh B. Scott and state
Supreme Court Justice Ralph
Boniello presided over jury trials
in the Letro Courtroom.  
• The L.L.M program was devel-
oped. 
• Professor Charles Patrick 














• The William R. Greiner 
Scholarship Fund was 
established.
• James G. Milles joined the 
faculty.
2005 
• Two new dual-degree 
programs were introduced: 
Law and Urban Planning, and
Law and Pharmacy. 
• Lucinda M. Finley was 
appointed as UB’s vice provost
for faculty affairs. 
2006 
• The Dalai Lama spoke at the
first Law School Conference on
Law and Buddhism.
• Eugene F. Pigott ’73 was ap-
pointed to New York’s Court of
Appeals. 
• An extensive project was 
undertaken to renovate the 
conference facilities on the fifth
floor of O’Brian Hall.
• The New York City Program in
Law and Finance was initiated.
• Mark Bartholomew joined the
faculty.
• The Immigration Law Clinic
and the Environment and 
Development Clinic were added
to the curriculum.
2008
• Makua W. Mutua was  named
the 18th dean of the Law School.
• Professor Engel created a
bridge course taking law 
students to Thailand.
2009 
• Professor Isabel Marcus
accompanied law stu-
dents to Bosnia, Serbia
and Kosovo to study the
rule of law.
• The Cellino and Barnes 
Conference Center was
named in recognition of
the two alumni’s $1 
million gift to the Law
School. 
• The Virginia Leary Human
Rights Fellowship was estab-
lished in her honor.
2010
• Kim Diana Connolly was hired
to direct the Clinical Legal 
Education Program. 
• The Bridget and Thomas Black
Professorship was established
with a $1 million gift from 
Bridget and Thomas E. Black Jr.
’79; he is chair of the Dean’s 
Advisory Council.
• The Margaret W. Wong
Immigration Profes-




$1.5 million gift from
Margaret W. Wong ’76.
2011  
• Guyora Binder and
James A. Gardner were
named SUNY Distin-
guished Professors.
• The Louis A. Del Cotto Profes-
sorship in Tax and Finance was
established with a $500,000 gift
from Brian Baird ’83 and other
former students.
2012
• The Law School  hosted a panel
of legal education experts to








U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin
Scalia with Alumni Executive Director
Ilene R. Fleischmann
Kim Diana Connolly was hired to direct
the Clinical Legal Education Program.
Legal education experts gathered to help
chart a course for the school’s future.






8 125 years of innovation in legal studies
1. Establishment of
the Buffalo Law
School. At the time of
the school’s founding
in 1887, law was very
much a craft that as-
piring attorneys
learned by apprentic-
ing themselves to a
practicing member of
the bar. The system
worked well enough
for its time. But a
handful of visionaries,
seeing the limitations
of law office training
and acknowledging
the presence of rigor-
ous law schools in
other cities, set out to
change the landscape
for legal education in
Western New York. A
dozen members of
the bench and bar are
credited as the
founders of the Buffa-
lo Law School – and
among them, only
three had themselves
graduated from a law
school. In a break
with the tradition of
the all-male bar, the
Class of 1899 includ-
ed two female gradu-
ates.
2. Dean Francis M.
Sheaand his Harvard
recruits come to Buf-
falo. Shea, the Law
School’s fifth dean,
served from 1936 to
1939, amid the gath-
ering storm of World
War II. Shea hired a
contemporary of his
from Harvard Law
School, Louis L. Jaffe,




Jr. Some began calling
the school “Little Har-










tration of the legal






standing law in the






Lecture is the signa-
ture lecture at SUNY
Buffalo Law School.
Endowed in 1950 by a
major gift from
Lavinia A. Mitchell in
memory of her hus-
band, Class of 1897,




ideas in the Buffalo le-
gal community.
Speakers have includ-











many others. For a








its first issue in the
1950-51 academic
year, assembled by five
members of the Class
of ’51. It featured 18
student case notes
and an article by for-
mer Dean Louis L.
Jaffe titled “Res Ipsa
Loquitur Vindicated.”
Today the Law Review
staff publishes five 
issues each year, pro-
viding a forum for
significant scholar-
ship and affording its
student editors valu-
able learning experi-
ences in legal scholar-
ship. 
5. Establishment of
the Mugel Tax Com-
petition. SUNY Buf-
falo Law School has a
long history of excel-
lence in tax law, and
the Albert R. Mugel
National Tax Moot
Court Competition –
named for the long-
time Law School pro-





from across the na-
tion come to Buffalo
to present their writ-
ten and oral argu-
ments on cutting-
edge federal tax law is-
sues in this prestigious
competition, now
more than 30 years




How has the work of SUNY Buffalo Law School scholars changed the rarefied intellectual world of legal scholarship? For an appraisal, we turned to the eminent legal historians already in-house who
compiled a list of 10 events and movements that have made a difference – in the Western
New York legal community, but also increasingly, as the Law School has gained in regional,
national and global reputation, in ways that reached far beyond Buffalo.  
“Of necessity, the list excludes the past decade or so, in which much intellectual ferment
has taken place but for which the judgment of history will have to wait,” says SUNY Distin-
guished Professor Guyora Binder. But it includes many developments that continue to res-
onate today.
Louis L. Jaffe David Engel
A leader in legal thought
For 125 years, the work of SUNY Buffalo scholars has shaped
the legal landscape






has a long provenance
at SUNY Buffalo Law
School, and a special
place in that history
belongs to the school’s
clinical program. One
of the first education
law clinics in the na-
tion found its home at
the Law School, to be





Some of the Law
School’s clinics, now
numbering more
than a dozen, have
drawn national and
international recogni-
tion for their work on,
for example, the prob-
lem of domestic vio-
lence.





the place of law in so-
cial, political, eco-
nomic and cultural
life. Five current or
former faculty mem-
bers have been presi-
dent of the interna-
tional Law and Soci-
ety Association (in-
cluding David Engel
below left), and three
have served as editor
in chief of the Law &
Society Review. The
movement is a key
part of the Law





ter law. More than
one-third of the facul-
ty have earned Ph.D.s
as well as J.D.s
8. Establishment of
the Baldy Center.The
Baldy Center for Law
& Social Policy was
created in 1972 with a
generous endowment
from the estate of
Christopher Baldy, a
1910 graduate of the
Law School. The

















tions. The Baldy Cen-
ter also hosts distin-
guished scholars from








who study legal edu-
cation over the peda-
gogical methods that
make the best lawyers.
The so-called Buffalo
Model – home-grown
at the Law School –
has emerged as an in-
novative and highly
effective approach.
The model, which be-






in directions that took
advantage of the mul-
tidisciplinary ethos of
the school and fo-




Studies comes to Buf-







in the late 1970s and
has spawned off-
shoots including criti-
cal race theory. Buffa-
lo became one of the
first centers for CLS
scholarship outside of
the two law schools
with which this im-
portant movement in
legal thought was as-
sociated.
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Albert R. MugelThomas E. Headrick
Athena Mutua
John H. SchlegelAlfred Konefsky







thal grew up in the
Jewish ghetto of
Kielce (Poland) and













served in the early
2000s as a judge on
the International
Court of Justice at






Howe served as the
Law School’s sixth
dean, 1941 to 1945.
After graduating
from Harvard with a
bachelor of laws de-
gree, he clerked for
U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Oliver Wen-
dell Holmes (he later
wrote a two-volume
biography of the jus-
tice), then practiced
law in Boston. Earlier
in his life he had tak-
en a turn in Holly-






rante and Fred Allen.
He wrote extensively






those he taught or
mentored during his
54 years of associa-
tion with the Law
School, served as the
school’s 10th dean,
from 1953 to 1964.
Hyman practiced in
his uncle’s New York
City law firm, then
worked at the federal
Department of La-










state and local gov-
ernment law. He was
also active in civic or-
ganizations, served as




all levels of educa-
tion.
Louis L. Jaffe,
who joined the facul-
ty in 1936 and served
from 1948 to 1950 as
the Law School’s
eighth dean, was a
leading scholar of
administrative law.
He was a clerk to Jus-
tice Louis D. Bran-
deis of the U.S.
Supreme Court.
Jaffe’s analysis of the









quently cited his ar-
guments and posi-
tions on the scope
and nature of judicial
review of agency de-
cisions. A graduate of
Harvard Law School,
Jaffe returned to the
school in 1950 and
taught there for 27
years. 
Human rights
had no greater friend
than Virginia Leary,
who taught at the
Law School for 19
years and retired in
1995 as a Distin-
guished Service Pro-
fessor. In a sense her
life came full circle in
Geneva, Switzerland,





she retired. As a pio-
neer in teaching and
scholarship in hu-
man rights law, Leary
was long a leader in
international law and
served on the Execu-
tive Council of the
American Society of
International Law.  In





Over a century and a quarter, a long parade of distinguished teachers have broughtboth wisdom and knowledge to their students at what is now SUNY Buffalo LawSchool. Many have riveting life stories – experiences that intersected with their
teaching and scholarship in sometimes surprising ways. Here are a few of the notable faculty
from years past. 
Notable faculty  
A long parade of distinguished teachers and scholars 
from years past
Professor Thomas Buergenthal Mark DeWolfe Howe Francis M. Shea Albion W. Tourgee Louis A. Del Cotto Louis L. Jaffe
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David Riesman
Jr., an attorney and
sociologist who












ed The New York
Times. “Its champi-
ons considered it a
brave and unusual





man, who also wrote
a dozen other books,
also taught at the
University of Chica-
go and at Harvard. 
Francis M. Shea,
fifth dean of the Law
School (1936-39),
came to Buffalo from
Harvard Law School
and immediately 


















Civil Division) in the
Department of
Justice. He personally






third dean of the Law
School (1902-03)
and the first to hold
down the post full
time. Tiedeman was
only 45 when he
came to Buffalo. But
he was no novice
when it came to legal
education, having
taught already for 10
years at the Missouri
Law School and for
six at NYU. Tiede-
man was a conserva-
tive legal scholar who
was part of the group








he died suddenly in
1903. But even at that











ethics at the Law
School, was a colorful
character whose ca-
reer included stints as
a Union soldier in the
Civil War, a lawyer,
judge, novelist and
diplomat. He repre-






but equal” in racial
segregation. He was
wounded at the First
Battle of Bull Run
and held as a prison-
er of war in Rich-
mond, Va., until





civil rights for all citi-
zens; ending proper-
ty qualifications for
jury duty and office
holding; popular












Louis A. Del Cotto ’51,
who over more than
40 years introduced
generations of Law
School students to the
vagaries of tax law.
Del Cotto and Profes-
sor Kenneth Joyce
were the heart of the
school’s tax program
for decades. He spe-
cialized in tax matters
as a partner in the law
firm of Jaeckle, Fleis-
chmann, Kelly, Swart
and Augspurger, and
later joined the Buffa-
lo law firm of Kavi-
noky and Cook as tax
counsel. Considered a
top tax authority in
New York State, he
was expert in the 
intricacies of the tax
code, statutes and reg-
ulations. He also pub-
lished many scholarly
articles on tax matters.
He was also an ac-
complished musician
on the classical and
jazz guitar, piano and
mandolin. In 2011,
the Louis A. Del Cotto
Professorship was 
established, primarily
by Brian Baird ’83.
David Riesman Jr. Christopher G. TiedemanVirginia Leary Jacob D. Hyman
That first Law
School home lasted
only a year, for in 1888
the school moved to a
room in what was
called the Buffalo Li-
brary Building, on
Clinton Street. History
records that the Law
School agreed to pay
$100 rent for the acad-
emic year (later in-
creased to $150), pro-
vide its own seating
and reimburse the li-
brary for cleaning
costs. It was in the lec-
ture room of this
building that the first
Commencement cere-
monies were held, on
May 29, 1889. The
school would remain
at the Buffalo Library
until 1893. Students re-
lied on the library of
the Eighth Judicial
Court for their re-
search materials.
Another move
came in the fall of
1893, when the Law
School moved to the
upper floor of the
Stafford Building, at
158 Pearl St., a block
from Niagara Square,
now the site of the Ed-
ward A. Rath County
Office Building.
Three years later, in
1896, the school
moved to the ornate
Ellicott Square build-
ing, which had just
opened. One of the
largest and most or-
nate office buildings in
America at the time, it
had additional appeal
because it was also






The Law School ad-
joined the library, and
students were given
free access to its re-
sources.
The next move
came in 1913, when
the Law School moved
into the third and
fourth floors of the
Third National Bank
Building,275 Main St.
at Swan Street. But the
school’s continuing
growth made a larger
and more permanent
home necessary, and in
1917 Buffalo Law took
up residence in the for-
mer Hoyt Mansionat




razed and rebuilt) for
more than 
50 years. The initial
building had two class-
rooms, a few faculty of-
fices and a small library
on the third floor.
The initial lease
agreement came with
an option to purchase
the building, and with-
in three years the
school had decided to
do so, for the then-
princely sum of
$45,000. Its benefac-





friends of the school
raised the money
through contributions,
and by 1921 the Uni-
versity of Buffalo
owned the building
free and clear. 
When class sizes
burgeoned in 1923,
some lectures were giv-
en in Townsend Hall,
at the corner of
Delaware Avenue and
Niagara Square. But
the Eagle Street build-
ing remained, as one
report put it, “intolera-
bly overcrowded.” The
advent of the Depres-
sion and World War II
ameliorated the
crowding somewhat,
but when a wave of re-
turning GIs threatened
to overwhelm the facil-
ities beginning in 1946,




Townsend Hall, and a
new three-story struc-
ture was built at 77 W.
Eagle St. It would have
a library with 20-foot
ceilings, faculty and
Bar Association offices
on the second floor,
three classrooms and
administrative offices
on the first floor, and in
the basement, a stu-
dent lounge and locker
rooms. The project –
which cost $704,000
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Many places to call home
From the heart of the city to suburban Amherst
Home is where one starts from,” said the poet T.S. Eliot, and for Buffalo’s law school, that has held true through a series of physical locations, from the heart of the city’slegal district to the expansive building it now inhabits in Amherst.
The very first lectures of the Buffalo Law School came in a small, plainly furnished room in a
downtown Ellicott Street building, between Broadway and Clinton Street, on a site now occupied
by the Buffalo & Erie County Public Library. The classes shared space in that building with the
old Niagara Medical School. 
“
Ellicott Square, 1896Buffalo Library Building, 1888
including furniture,
fixtures, equipment,
and new books for the
larger library – was








cil had decided new
facilities were in order.
The case was bol-
stered by a fire in the
neighboring Hutchin-
son Building, occu-
pied by a floor-cover-
ing business. Burning
debris from the taller
building fell onto the
tar roof of the Law
School. Firefighters’








in the late 1960s, a de-
tailed prospectus
known as the Seven-
Year Plan projected
the growth of the Law
School and called for





or on the proposed




by a preliminary blue-
print that called for
the Law School to be
housed in a large
complex on the Main
Street campus along




with a common li-
brary. The new Law
School, they argued,
must be in a separate
building with its own
library.
So Amherst it was,
and has been ever
since. While John
Lord O’Brian Hall–
the first building on
what is now known as
the North Campus –
was being built, the
Law School rented
space in the historic
Prudential Building,








Sealed inside the cor-
nerstone capsule were
copies of the 1970-71
school catalog, a selec-
tion of current coins
and a copy of the Buf-
falo Evening NewsAl-
manac. When the fall
term began in 1973,







those early days in
O’Brian Hall: “I was
part of the first class to
attend the school in a
new building on a
new campus. I pulled
up, and in front of me
I saw the world’s
largest vacant lot. This
was 1,200 acres of a
construction site with
two buildings, a dorm
and a law school, and
there was a rope so
you wouldn’t get
blown away walking
from one to the other.
I looked at this huge,
empty, vast, pretty dis-
gusting-looking ex-
panse, and I said to
myself, what exactly
did you do?” Many of
those early students
remember sitting on
the floor, chairs being
in short supply; and
the law library lacked
much of its furniture





dressed such issues as
a severely leaking roof




the opening of the ele-
gant Francis M. Letro
Courtroom in 2001,
and in 2011 with ma-
jor renovations to
O’Brian Hall’s first
floor, including a new
student lounge, main











come on top of major
retrofitting of half of
the Law School’s class-
rooms to enable the
use of teaching tech-
nologies such as Pow-
erPoint, video and In-
ternet presentations.
It all comes down
to making the best
possible environment
for legal studies –
something that for
generations has made
Buffalo Law a place to
call home.
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Hoyt Mansion, 1917 77 W. Eagle St., 1949 John Lord O’Brian Hall, 1971Third National Bank
Building,1913
Rodgers, daughter
of a prominent New
York City family, en-
tered the Buffalo Law
School shortly after
marrying at age 20.
“Fortunately,” she said,
“I have no housekeep-
ing habits to overcome.
I do not believe that a
woman can take care
of her house herself
and work seriously at
her profession. There-
fore, I always hire ex-
perts to manage my
home for me, and then
apply myself to be an
expert in law.” 






right to sit on juries: “It
would be a good thing
– if only to protect the
men. You know, if a
young, pretty and flir-
tatious woman is con-
cerned in a suit, the
men often decide the
case with little regard
to justice.”
And she was
known as a tough 
adversary. John Lord
O’Brian, former U.S.
Attorney for the Buffa-
lo district, once said he
would rather try a case
against almost any oth-
er lawyer in Buffalo
than against Rodgers,
because she had beaten
him before more juries
than any other lawyer
in the city.
Four years after her
graduation, Wiener
wrote in an article,
“One can be a school-
teacher, a clerk, a physi-
cian, an architect or
something else, but to
me, the law affords the
greatest fascination. I
think there is a great
opportunity for a
bright, independent
woman in becoming a
lawyer. One requires
mental ability, but per-
severance and constant





long as women aren’t
idiots or imbeciles,
why shouldn’t they
vote and take part in
their governments?”
she asked. At the same
time, her views on the
“modern girl” re-
mained conservative:
“I think the modern
girl is all right.  Her
danger lies in her incli-
nation to express her-
self, rather than ac-
knowledging duty and
obligation. If she is go-
ing to express herself,
she must be sure first
that she has something
to express.”
Her greatest success
came to Wiener in





by other notables, in-
cluding Madge T. Tag-
gart ’20, the first female
judge of the Buffalo
City Court; Marie T.
Scalzo ’24, who was
only 25 years old when
she was appointed a
deputy attorney gener-
al in New York State’s
Fraud Prevention Bu-
reau; Winifred C. Stan-
ley ’33, Erie County’s
first female district at-
torney and elected to
Congress in 1942; and
Carol McCormick
Smith ’45, the first fe-
male lawyer to serve on
the United Nations le-
gal staff and director of
psychological warfare
for the Central Intelli-
gence Agency.
Still, only a handful
of female faces dotted
the Law School’s class-
es – until 1971, when
the entering class of
609 students included
63 women. That jump
reflected both a minor-
ity recruitment pro-
gram that drew in
women as well as
members of racial mi-
norities, and the
broader societal trend
of the nascent feminist
movement. Within a
few years parity was
well on its way; the Law
School in 1975 count-
ed 215 women among
its 800 students. 
Today women
make up half or maybe
even more of each en-
tering class, and exer-
cise leadership roles in
all areas of student life.




hold important roles in
the Law School staff
and administration. 
No sampling can
do justice to the
achievements of
women through the
Law School’s long his-
tory. But no celebra-
tion of sisters in law
would be complete
without a mention of
the following accom-
plished graduates:
Lillian E. Cowan ’27
practiced law until four
years before her death,
at age 102, in 2010.
One of three women in
her class, she was the
45th woman to gradu-
ate from UB Law
School, which has since
produced more than
4,000 women gradu-





Years of Women at UB
Law”; she was cited as a





private practice with a
large firm before win-
ning a seat on the Buf-
falo City Court bench,
then serving as an Erie
County Family Court
judge. “It wasn’t easy,”
she recalls of her days
in practice. “You get a
little cynical when you
are told by a partner in
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Sisters in law
Accomplished women are
the rule, not the exception
In the beginning, men dominated the bench and bar. Only with the advent of the women’s liberation movement in the 1970s did the Law School see more than a handful of women in anyone class. But a look back over 125 years of innovative legal education shows that accomplished
and pioneering women have been the rule, not the exception, at Buffalo’s Law School. 
That legacy began with the school’s first two women graduates, both members of the Class of
1899 – Helen Z.M. Rodgers and Cecil B. Wiener. 







your law firm, quote,
‘Over my dead body
will there be a woman
partner in this office.’”




of the state Supreme
Court. She retired as
senior associate justice
of that division in
1999. As an attorney,
Mikoll served as cor-
poration counsel for
the City of Buffalo. She
then spent 14 years as a
Buffalo City Court
judge, and was twice
elected to the State
Supreme Court, in
1971 and 1985. She





was the first female
president of the New
York State Bar Associa-
tion and the Erie
County Bar Associa-
tion. She is also a for-
mer director and presi-
dent of the New York
State Bar Foundation.
She has served as an as-
sistant state attorney
general and as a matri-
monial referee in state
Supreme Court. Freed-
man, who has been
widely active in public
service, is of counsel
with Cohen & Lom-
bardo in Buffalo,




down from the state
Supreme Court bench
in 2001, following 36
years of distinguished
service. After working
in a law partnership
with her husband,
Varkis Baligian, she
went on to become the
first female Niagara




names of Koshian and
her husband. 
Hon. Rose H.
Sconiers ’61 serves on





ously was a Buffalo
City Court judge, exec-
utive attorney of the
Legal Aid Bureau of
Buffalo, and assistant
corporation counsel
for the City of Buffalo.
A past president of the
SUNY Buffalo Law
Alumni Association,





down as presiding jus-




before her death in
2000. She previously
served as a Buffalo City
Court judge for five
years, after serving as a
top prosecutor in the
Erie County district at-
torney’s office. “I have
had great opportuni-
ties and I have loved
every minute of it,” she
once said. The Appel-
late Division court-
house in Rochester is
named in her honor.
Hon. Cynthia M.
Rufe ’77 is a U.S.Dis-
trict Court judge for




Rufe joined the court
in 2002 after being
nominated by Presi-
dent George W. Bush.
She began her legal ca-
reer as a public defend-
er and in private prac-
tice, before being elect-
ed to the Bucks Coun-
ty Court of Common
Pleas, where she served
for eight years.
A former president
of the Law Alumni As-
sociation, Hon. Bar-
bara Howe ’80also
serves as a member of
the Law School’s ad-
junct faculty. Her ser-
vice on the bench in-
cludes Buffalo City
Court and state
Supreme Court, and in
2003 she became the
first woman elected
Erie County surrogate
judge. She also retains
close ties to UB’s De-
partment of Sociology,
where she was teaching
when she decided to
enter law school.
Besides private
practice, Denise E. 
O’Donnell ’82 has
served in government
positions at all levels.
Currently she directs
the Bureau of Justice
Assistance, part of the
federal Department of
Justice; the bureau






net roles in the admin-
istrations of two New
York governors and
served as an assistant
U.S. attorney. She has
long been active in the
Law School.
Virginia Seitz ’85,
is  an assistant attorney
general who heads the
Office of Legal Coun-
sel in the Department
of Justice. Previously
she worked in the
Washington, D.C., 
office of the law firm
Sidley Austin LLP. 
Seitz is a former clerk
for Judge Harry Ed-
wards of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for





is executive director of
Working Today, an or-
ganization she found-
ed in 1995 to meet the
needs of freelance
workers for benefits
such as health insur-
ance and retirement
savings plans. Previ-
ously, she was a labor
attorney in private
















Virginia Seitz ’85 Sara Horowitz
’89
Some female firsts
• First editor in chief of the Buffalo Law
Review: Josephine Y. King ’65
• First African-American Law School
graduate:
Barbara Merriweather Sims ’55
• First Student Bar Association president:
Rosemary Gerasis Roberts ’76
• First tenured professor: Marjorie Girth
• First African-American professor: 
Judith Scales-Trent
• First winner of the Jaeckle Award: 
M. Dolores Denman ’65
• First president of the Erie County Bar
Association: Maryann Saccomando
Freedman ’58
• First federal court judge from the Law
School: Melanie L. Cyganowski ’81
• First U.S. Attorney:
Denise E. O’Donnell ’82
• First U.S. Supreme Court clerk from the
Law School, and now first 
assistant attorney general:
Virginia A. Seitz ’85
• First woman appointed to the 
Appellate Division of the state Supreme
Court:Hon. Ann T. Mikoll ’54 
Hon. Barbara Howe ’80




of the Buffalo Law
School, O’Brian was
based in Washington,
D.C., and advised six





ty of the Tennessee
Valley Authority be-
fore the U.S. Supreme
Court. He served as
national chair of en-
dowment at Harvard
Divinity School,
worked as a U.S. Attor-
ney for Western New
York and acted as a
University at Buffalo
trustee from 1903 to
1929. Ironically, he was
the keynote speaker at
the dedication of the





ate, had a long career
in practice and on the
bench. After two
decades in private
practice in Buffalo, in-
cluding a term as pres-
ident of the Erie
County Bar Associa-
tion, he was appointed
to the state Supreme
Court, was elected
twice to the court, and
served as presiding
justice of the Appellate
Division beginning in
1927. Sears lost an
election to the state
Court of Appeals, but
then was appointed to
the state’s high court
in 1940 to fill a vacan-
cy. His term lasted
only that calendar year
– by December he had
reached the mandato-
ry retirement age of
70.   
The  BaldyCenter
for Law & Social Poli-
cy: Christopher Baldy
was a Buffalo native
who graduated from
the Law School in 1910
and retained a lifelong
affinity for his alma
mater. One of the orig-
inal partners in the
Buffalo firm that be-
came Phillips, Lytle,
Hitchcock, Blaine &
Huber, he was a distin-
guished practitioner
with a lifelong interest
in legal education.
During his long and
successful career he
was an active member
of the UB Alumni As-
sociation, and a mem-
ber of the University
Council from 1950 to
1959. With a $1.5 mil-
lion gift to the Univer-
sity, Baldy became a
major UB benefactor,
and Baldy Hall is
named for him as well.
Edwin F. Jaeckle
Award: A successful
lawyer in private prac-
tice and a founder of
Jaeckle, Fleischmann &
Mugel, Jaeckle also
served as New York
State Republican Party
chairman and helped
build the party into a
powerhouse during
the 1930s. He selected
New York City District
Attorney Thomas E.
Dewey as the Republi-
can candidate for gov-
ernor. Dewey won the
race and served three
terms as governor;
Jaeckle is credited with
helping lift him onto
the national stage.
Dewey later waged two
unsuccessful cam-
paigns for the White
House in the 1940s.
Jaeckle was Dewey’s
campaign chairman





judge of the New York
State Court of Appeals
from 1960 to 1966,
Desmond graduated
from the Law School in
1920. After working in
private practice, he was
appointed to the state
Supreme Court in Jan-
uary 1940 – at age 44,
he was the youngest
person to serve on that
court – then elected to
his own terms in No-
vember of that year
and in 1954. After retir-
ing from the bench, he
lived as a gentleman-
farmer in Eden, N.Y.,
resumed his private
practice and taught ap-





spent a lifetime prac-
ticing and teaching law
in a city he loved. He
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The lives behind the names
A who’s who of the names you see on campus
They see the names every day, but even habitués of the Law School’s current home on the University at Buffalo North Campus may not be able to connect the namesaround the building with the lives they represent. Be your own tour guide! 
Here’s a brief who’s who: 
Right, John Lord
O’Brian Hall
Above, Francis M. Letro Courtroom
was a dean of the Buf-
falo legal profession
and a founder of Jaeck-
le, Fleischmann &
Mugel, one of the re-
gion’s largest law firms.
He concentrated his
practice in income, es-
tate and gift taxation;
estates and trusts; fu-
ture interests; and es-
tate planning. A full-
time professor in the
late 1940s, he was an
adjunct law professor
since 1955 until his
death in 2003.  
Francis M. Letro
Courtroom: So named
by the UB Council in
recognition of a $1









ry Council, is a co-
chair of the current
Campaign for SUNY
Buffalo Law School
and is also the chair of
the UB Foundation. A
family tragedy during
his childhood – and
the actions of the hero-
ic lawyer who won a
settlement for them –
inspired Letro to study






that experience for fu-





known names in Buf-
falo personal injury
law, Ross M. Cellino Jr.
(Class of 1982) and
Stephen E. Barnes
(Class of 1983) in 2009
made an unrestricted
$1 million gift to the
Law School. The gift






’81, and father, Ross




about it, and we both
realized that we owe
our careers to the Law
School. It’s so impor-






nior vice president and
general counsel of U.S.
Surgical Corp. in Nor-
walk, Conn. An emeri-
tus member and for-
mer chair of the Dean’s
Advisory Council, Bre-
mer made a major gift
in 2006 that made pos-
sible the elegant Arts
and Crafts-style faculty
lounge on the fifth




named for Harvey L.
Kaminski ’77 (CEO of
Prestige Capital Corp.
in Fort Lee, N.J.),
William A. Niese ’61
(retired corporate at-
torney for the Times
Mirror Co. of Los An-
geles), Anthony J. Re-
naldo ’50 (partner in
the Buffalo firm Re-
naldo & Myers), Gor-
don ’55and Gretchen
Gross (he is senior
partner in the Buffalo
law firm Gross, Shu-
man, Brizdle & Gilfil-
lan); Floyd H. ’31 and
Hilda L. Hurst (he was
a founder of the Buf-
falo firm Hurst &
Brothman); and the
Buffalo-based law




room are the Terrence




and the Norman J.
Pecora Judge’s Cham-
bers (a Williamsville,
N.Y., lawyer and 1931
graduate).
The Michael H. Do-
ran Student Lounge
honors the memory of
the 1982 graduate who
died in 2009. 
The newly built
William R. Greiner
Residence Hall is part
of the legacy of the
longtime Law School
professor, who served




Joseph W. Belluck ’94
and his wife, Laura L.
Aswad;  Thomas E.
Black Jr. ’79 and his
wife, Bridget; Mar-
garet W. Wong ’76;
Professor Louis Del
Cotto; Frank G. Raich-
le Jr. ’19; and Floyd H.
’31 and Hilda L. Hurst.
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Above, William R. Greiner Residence Hall 
Left, Charles B. Sears Law Library
In his day, that
frustrated would-be
Buffalo lawyer had
few options for his le-
gal training. He could
go away to a law
school in some other
city (the closest being
in Albany or New
York City), or he
could apprentice in a
law office. 
Such was the ten-
sion out of which the
Buffalo Law School
was born. And from
the beginning, the
school has found its
mission in a duality:
the need for students
to understand the the-
oretical underpin-
nings of the legal sys-
tem, and the insis-
tence that they gradu-
ate with a toolkit of
the practical skills of
the lawyer’s art. 
SUNY Buffalo Law
School has in recent
years redoubled its ef-
forts to produce prac-
tice-ready graduates,
partly in response to
the legal community’s
need for new lawyers














courses that focus on
the jurisprudence and
theory of law,” says
Dean Makau W. Mu-
tua. “Put together,
these two sides are
critical to the educa-




But with the ori-
gins of the Law School
beyond the reach of
any living person, it’s
easy to forget that,
from the beginning,
Buffalo Law has al-
ways been about the






kind of rigorous legal
training a reality, and
there wasn’t a full-
time professor among
them. All 12 were
practicing attorneys
or sitting judges, and
among them only
three had gotten their
own training in a law
school. Article V of
the school’s original
bylaws (it was called a
“department” at that
point) made the dual
focus clear: “The ob-
ject of the Depart-
ment shall be to teach
the theory and prac-
tice of the law.” 
In the early days,




with them from the
law office to the
downtown Buffalo
classroom. They in-
cluded a professor of
legal ethics, and the
first dean was a state
Supreme Court jus-
tice, Charles Daniels. 
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It was an anonymous law student who wrote to the Buffalo Express for its March 3, 1885, edition.“No one dreams of making a doctor by simply and solely letting the student study at some
doctor’s office or a clergyman by letting the future D.D. study at some minister’s fireside,” he
wrote. “Then why should law students alone be exempt and excepted? Especially when it is
known now that at these offices they no longer receive the care and attention they used to receive
in days gone by. The law office as a school has doubtless ceased to live – at any rate in Buffalo.
Hence the need of a law school.” 
Back to the beginning
Once again, practical skills are in the forefront
Above, Adjunct Professor Steven R.
Sugarman ’85 leads a clinic on
mediation.
Law students in the 1950s, right.
Robert Schaus ’53
and James R. Arnone
’85, co-authors of a
centennial history of




the 19th century were
seen as ivory towers,
churning out theorists
but unable to produce
competent legal prac-
titioners. Though for-
mation of the Law
School gave students a
more academic ap-
proach to the study of
law, the Buffalo Law
School was envi-
sioned as a place to
learn the practical side
of the law as well. It
was much more de-
pendent on the local
bar than were many
other law schools. Vir-
tually all of the origi-





midst of the legal
community. Most
students worked as
clerks in law offices in
addition to their stud-
ies. This enabled them
to observe practical
applications of the le-







Buffalo Law: “It is a
practical school. It
does not go deeply
into the history or
theory of law; but it
points out to its stu-
dents the things they
most need to know in
successfully practicing
their profession and
making a living. … 
It teaches what is most
necessary to be
known in trying cases,
so that in starting
their practice they
may handle simple lit-
igations and not learn
to handle them for the






has again come to the
fore in all sorts of
ways. The Law
School’s clinical pro-
gram has been orga-
nized to function as a
law firm, giving clinic
students experience in
how a firm works. Ca-
reer panels expose
students to practice







for students and grad-
uates alike. January-
term bridge courses
teach some very spe-






“Trial of a Death
Penalty Case.” And the




lar New York City
Program in Finance





ate Frank H. Ewing:
“We have two tools as
attorneys: our written
work and whatever
comes out of our
mouth. To the extent
that we can learn the
skills that bolster both
of those, we’re in a
good place.”
A place called Buf-
falo Law – just as it’s
always been.
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Volunteer judges: U.S. Magistrate Judge Jeremiah J. McCarthy,
New York Court of Appeals Justice Eugene F. Pigott Jr. ’73 and
Justice Erin M. Peradotto ’84 of the New York State Supreme
Court, Appellate Division, Fourth Department.
Frank H. Ewing ’12 argues in the Desmond Moot Court.
One reflection of
this trend is simply





working in 26 coun-
tries outside the Unit-




of Korea and Ger-
many. The Law Alum-
ni Association board




the presence and work
of Dean Makau W.




2008, Mutua has pur-
sued an activist role in
international human
rights. In 2002-03,
while on sabbatical in
Kenya, Mutua was ap-
pointed chairman of




mission. He was also a
delegate to the Na-
tional Constitutional
Conference, the fo-
rum that produced a
contested draft consti-
tution for Kenya. Mu-
tua has written widely
about subjects in in-
ternational law, hu-
man rights and reli-
gion, particularly in
Africa, and is a colum-
nist for the Sunday
Nation in Kenya. 
Since 2008, anoth-
er distinctive feature
of SUNY Buffalo Law
is Professor David M.
Engel’s January-term
bridge course that
takes students to Chi-
angmai, Thailand,
where Engel once
served in the Peace
Corps. He has studied
and written about
Thai law for more
than 30 years, and the
course introduces stu-
dents to that nation’s
civil law system (as
distinct from the
common-law basis of
the U.S. legal system). 
“No matter what
career people pursue,
we live in a globalized
world and a global-
ized economy, and
we’re going to come
into contact with peo-
ple and organizations
that are not U.S.-
based,” Engel says. “It
behooves us to under-
stand how they work
and how people from
other countries and
cultures think. A trip





On the other side
of the world, Profes-
sor Isabel Marcus,
who has been travel-
ing to the Balkans
since the mid-1990s





led student trips to






Kosovo in a three-
week intensive learn-
ing experience that






“This trip was not in
isolation from my
Law School experi-
ence. It was like a
napoleon pastry – lay-
ers upon layers. For
example, in the course
I’m taking now on the
federal courts, it
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No doubt about it, SUNY Buffalo Law alumni treasure their close ties to Western NewYork. And many stay in the area upon graduation, forming the heart of the area’s legalcommunity.
But increasingly, Law School alumni, faculty and administrators are exerting an influence that
goes far beyond the local legal community. Indeed, even as SUNY Buffalo Law solidifies its stand-
ing as a school of national rank and reputation, it is increasingly making itself known on an in-
ternational scale. 
A world of influence






Dean Makau W. Mutua, left, tours
the American Falls with Kenyan
Prime Minister Raila Odinga, the
first sitting head of state to
visit the University at Buffalo in
recent history.
strikes me about the
complications of hav-







ship of the U.S. State
Department. In No-













Westbrook will give a
keynote address at a
workshop on regula-
tory culture in Sydney,
Australia. And in
June, he spoke in Lon-
don at a conference
on corporate law,
sponsored by the Uni-
versity of London and
the Seattle University
School of Law.  
The Law School’s




studies were in Toron-
to and Jerusalem; Pro-
fessor Rebecca R.
French, whose four
years of field research
in Tibet and India re-
sulted in the first




who holds a dual ap-
pointment with Ono
Academic College
Faculty of Law, in Is-
rael; and Associate
Professor Tara J. Mel-
ish, who directs the
Buffalo Human
Rights Center and has
taught at Oxford Uni-
versity in England and
Abo Akademi Univer-
sity in Finland. 
And beyond these
ways that Law School
students and faculty
reach into the wider




als to Buffalo. A gen-
eral LL.M. program
and another in crimi-
nal law enable lawyers
educated outside the
United States to pur-
sue a particular re-
search interest and
gain exposure to the
U.S. legal system. Stu-
dents have come
from, to name a few,
Albania, Bolivia, Chi-
na, Egypt, India,
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The Crown Princess of Thailand presents Professor David M. Engel
with an honorary doctor of laws degree from Chiangmai University.
Students Jimmy Farrell, Jayme Feldman, Serra Aygun, Sarah Brancatella,
Jenny Rizzo and Jay O’Shea (upper) at the NEWBORN sign in Prishtina,
Kosovo, during a bridge course visit.
Following a rigorous selectionprocess, the University atBuffalo has chosen Professor
Isabel S. Marcus to receive the 2012
Award for Outstanding Contribu-
tions to International Education.  
This award is conferred by UB’s
Council on International Studies
and Programs, a group of faculty
from a wide range of disciplines who
are involved in international activi-
ties at the University. In past years,
more than one recipient has been
chosen, but this year the Council set-
tled on Marcus as the sole winner.
The award will be presented at the
Council’s annual award luncheon
later this semester. 






Upshaw, vice dean for
admissions and finan-
cial aid, has been in-
strumental in foster-
ing diversity at the
school, and her many





That effort got a
major boost this sum-
mer, when 20 acade-
mically promising
college students spent
a month at SUNY
Buffalo Law School as
part of the LSAC Dis-
coverLaw.org Prelaw
Undergraduate Schol-
ars Program. (See the
article on Page 31.) 
Today, nearly one
in five members of
each incoming class
are members of racial
or ethnic minority
groups. They benefit





player has been the
Buffalo law firm
Phillips Lytle, which
for more than 15 years
has supported minor-
ity students at the Law
School with a scholar-
ship program that
many say has made it





echelon of law. A sam-
pling of some of the
best-known and most
successful includes:
J. Mason Davis Jr.
’59 was the first
African-American to
practice as a senior
partner with a major
Alabama law firm,
Sirote & Permutt in
Birmingham. An Al-
abama native, he had
to come north to Buf-
falo for law school be-
cause African-Ameri-
cans were denied en-
trance to all of the
schools of the Univer-
sity of Alabama sys-










Green ’67 has just re-
tired after serving as a




for 28 years. Follow-
ing graduation, he
was in private practice
for five years and
served on the Buffalo
City Court before as-
cending to the
Supreme Court. “It’s
been a great run,” he
said in reflection. “I’ve
enjoyed every mo-
ment of it.”
Hon. Hugh B. Scott
’74 is magistrate judge
for the U.S. District
Court, Western Dis-
trict of New York.










tion counsel and assis-
tant county attorney.
Scott was elected to
Buffalo City Court at
age 32, then re-elected
to another 10-year
term before leaving
the position to be-
come the first African-
American to sit on the
federal bench in the
Western District of
New York. He also
serves as an adjunct
professor at the Law
School. 
A road of legal
scholarship and prac-
tice that began at
SUNY Buffalo Law
School led Julio M.





him to the U.S. Court
of Appeals, 3rd Cir-
cuit, Fuentes became
the Law School’s high-
est-ranking federal ju-
rist. He had been a
judge on New Jersey’s
Superior Court bench
in Essex County since
1987; served as a mu-
nicipal court judge;
and previously prac-
ticed civil and crimi-
nal law in New Jersey.
Brent L. Wilson ’76
is a partner in the At-
lanta law firm Elarbee,
Thompson, Saap &
Wilson. He devotes
his practice to defend-
ing employers in em-
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Graduates of color 
distinguish themselves
Dean Makau W. Mutua has said it repeatedly and emphatically: SUNY Buffalo LawSchool must “look like America.” The goal is simple but never easy – to identify and re-cruit academically promising students and accomplished faculty of color, and to take
advantage of the cultural and academic richness that a diverse population provides.
Long the province of white men, the law as a profession has made great strides toward equal
access (though it’s widely recognized that the job remains unfinished). And the Law School con-
tinues to do its part to make the Bar more diverse, both in Western New York and in the national


















sions to avoid litiga-











’76 was born in Hong
Kong and came to the
United States on a stu-
dent visa. A full schol-
arship to SUNY Buf-
falo Law School, she
says, made her dream
of becoming a lawyer
possible. Starting with
a $25 desk and doing
her own secretarial
work, she built Mar-












ed States. Wong has




of SBLI USA, Vikki L.
Pryor ’78 engineered a
dramatic turnaround







operating in 49 states
and serving about
300,000 customers.
She was the first
African-American
woman to head a U.S.
insurance company.
Her new initiative, the
Change Create Trans-
form Foundation, has






Bush, Michael A. Bat-
tle ’81 formerly direct-
ed the Executive Of-
fice for United States
Attorneys at the De-
partment of Justice.
Previously, he served
as U.S. Attorney for
the Western District
of New York. He also
has served as a judge
in Erie County Family
Court; as assistant in
charge of the Buffalo
office of the New York
State attorney general;
as a federal public de-
fender and assistant
U.S. Attorney; and as a
staff attorney with the
Legal Aid Society Civil
Division. He is now in
private practice with
the New York City
firm Schlam Stone &
Dolan.
Mark K. Suzumoto




Calif., and Los Ange-








bility and trade regu-
lation issues. A long-
time donor to the Law
School and recent co-
chair of the Annual
Fund campaign, he
has served as a mem-
ber of the Dean’s Ad-
visory Council since
2000. He is also a
longtime supporter of
the Boy Scouts, serv-
ing on the Executive




Nicole C. Lee ’02





zation for justice in
Africa and the Dias-
pora. She oversees the
organization’s human
rights and advocacy
work relating to Africa
and other worldwide
locations where peo-
ple of African descent










M. Hanna ’05, a part-
ner practicing com-
mercial litigation with





versity in the legal
profession as well. As
president of the Mi-
nority Bar Association






civil and family court
judges. Hanna also or-
ganizes and chairs



















Nicole C. Lee ’02 Hon. Samuel L.
Green ’67
Mark Suzumoto ’82
SUNY Buffalo Law School’s 2012James McCormick MitchellLecture will explore the legal and
social challenges of providing personal
and medical care for elderly and
disabled persons – a topic of relevance
for health care, Social Security, welfare
and employment law reform. 
The Oct. 19 event, titled “When
Caring Is Work: Home, Health, and the
Invisible Workforce,” features three
distinguished scholars who will address
social, historical and legal aspects of
family caretaking and the home health
care industry. “Though the ideal of
individual autonomy remains central
to our legal and political system, in
reality most adults will at some point
depend on extensive personal
caretaking help for their daily survival,
and many others will orient their daily
lives to the demands of responding to
this dependency,” say Professors Dianne
Avery and Professor Martha T.
McCluskey, co-chairs of the event.
“This intimate fact of life raises
fundamental questions about law and
its relationship to the broader social
institutions of family, market and the
state.”  
The 2012 Mitchell Lecturers are:
Hendrik Hartog,Class of 1921
Bicentennial Professor in the History of
American Law and Liberty and director
of American studies at Princeton
University. Hartog, a sociolegal
historian, is the author of Someday All
This Will Be Yours: A History of
Inheritance and Old Age (Harvard
University Press, 2012). The book
examines lawsuits from the mid-19th
to mid-20th century brought by family
members who had assumed a
caretaking role for their elderly parents
in the expectation of a later inheritance.  
  Jennifer Klein,a professor in the
History Department at Yale University
who has written extensively about the
intersection between labor politics and
the welfare state. With co-author Eileen
Boris, she has just published Caring for
America: Home Health Workers in the
Shadow of the Welfare State (Oxford
University Press, 2012), a labor history
of home health care workers from the
1930s to the present.
 Peggie R. Smith, Charles F. Nagel
Professor of Employment and Labor
Law, at Washington University Law
School, St. Louis. Professor Smith is a
leading scholar in the regulation of care
work that occurs both inside and
outside the home, including child care,
home care and elder care.  
“With these presenters,” McCluskey
says, “we have a story through time
about the different ways home care gets
arranged for people who are elderly or
disabled. Hendrik Hartog’s historical
study of inheritance and property
distribution raises many hard questions
that we still struggle with, such as what
exactly is the responsibility of family
members toward those who need
extensive personal care, and what is the
responsibility of society? Is caretaking
work for relatives deserving of
compensation? If so, who should pay? 
“Jennifer Klein looks at paid
caretakers with similar questions,
starting around the New Deal era and
ending with contemporary times. This
is a time period when home care
becomes more professionalized, a
private paid service outside the family,
more of a government and medicalized
service. It also becomes associated with
women of color, immigrant women
and others who are outsiders in some
way, and begins to be treated as a kind
of welfare system.” 
Avery adds that Peggie Smith’s work
explores the labor issues underlying
“the move from institutionalized care
to home care. People generally want to
stay in their homes, but many can’t
afford to hire caretakers to come in. The
question becomes not only what legal
arrangements for caregiving are more
efficient and least expensive, but what’s
better for the person needing the care?
And how should the law protect
workers in the home care industry
from abusive employment practices? ”
This year’s event continues a
distinguished tradition of Mitchell
Lectures, established in 1950 with a gift
from Lavinia A. Mitchell in memory of
her husband, James McCormick
Mitchell, who graduated from the
Buffalo Law School in 1897.  Previous
Mitchell Lecturers have included Justice
Robert H. Jackson, Richard Posner,
Derrick Bell, Catharine MacKinnon,
Clyde Summers and Stuart Macaulay.
The Mitchell Lecture will be presented
this year during the Law School’s 125th
anniversary celebration.
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Two landmark anniversarieswill be marked Oct. 19 asSUNY Buffalo Law School
pays tribute to the “ripple effect” of its
work against domestic violence.
It was 20 years ago that clinical pro-
fessor Suzanne Tomkins and Catherine
Cerulli, J.D., Ph.D., established the
school’s Domestic Violence Clinic, now
known as the Women, Children, and
Social Justice Clinic. And it has been a
half-century since the establishment of
the New York State Family Court,
whose caseload includes helping move
families toward wholeness after abuse.
The morning session of the confer-
ence, called Intimate Partner Violence:
The Ripple Effect of Education, Re-
search and Advocacy, will bring togeth-
er scholars, advocates and members of
the judiciary and bar; professionals in
the fields of law enforcement, mental
health, education and social services;
and students from throughout the uni-
versity.
“We wanted to think about the im-
pact that individual students’ projects
and the clinic overall have had over the
years,” says Professor Susan Vivian
Mangold, an organizer of the confer-
ence. “It’s important to see that this
work on a local level has had these rip-
ple effects over time not only nationally
but internationally. The conference is
also an opportunity for judges and oth-
er advocates to come together and hear
from colleagues about the challenges
they are facing.” 
The problem of domestic violence
remains widespread. It is estimated na-
tionally and internationally that one
out of four women will experience do-
mestic violence in their lifetime.
Professor Kim Diana Connolly, di-
rector of clinical legal education and
vice dean for legal skills at the Law
School, states, “This conference will al-
low us to highlight the important, cut-
ting-edge work that the Women, Chil-
dren, and Social Justice Clinic has been
doing for two decades as part of a
strong clinical program.”
Clinical instructor Remla
Parthasarathy adds, “Over the past two
decades, community members, coali-
tions and task forces in our area have
consistently turned to the Women,
Children, and Social Justice Clinic for
guidance, materials and assistance.
They rely on us to provide quality, state-
of-the-art information that directs our
community’s response to intimate
partner violence.  We are proud that
many of the clinic’s graduates have
gone on to pursue highly successful ca-
reers in domestic violence-related ar-
eas.”
Keynote speakers for the event in-
clude Leigh Goodmark,professor at
the University of Baltimore Law School
and president of the Clinical Legal Edu-
cation Association, the nation’s largest
membership organization of law facul-
ty. Goodmark, an expert in domestic
violence and author of the recently
published book A Troubled Marriage:
Domestic Violence and the Legal System,
will offer both a retrospective and a
look ahead at clinical legal education in
the domestic violence arena.
Another speaker, Aruna Papp, is a
Canada-based advocate and expert on
the challenges of global diversity in ad-
dressing domestic violence.
Author of the recent book
Unworthy Creature: A Pun-
jabi Daughter’s Memoir,
she’ll discuss the emerging
area of how to provide effec-
tive help to North American
women whose immigrant
cultural traditions, such as
honor-related crimes, put
them in unique danger.
A lunchtime address by
Catherine Cerulli ’92, for-
mer director of research for
the Women, Children, and
Social Justice Clinic, will
survey the research that has
been done on domestic vio-
lence and how legal re-
sponses have used that research to de-
velop best practices. Cerulli is well-posi-
tioned to provide this research
overview since her own work has
earned numerous awards, including a
recent multimillion-dollar grant from
the federal Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. She currently serves as
director of the Susan B. Anthony Cen-
ter, a research institute at the University
of Rochester.
The conference will continue with
an afternoon symposium organized by
Hon. Lisa Bloch Rodwin ’85, a Family
Court judge, and other members of the
New York State judiciary to celebrate
the 50th anniversary of New York State
Family Court. Family Court: Past, Pre-
sent and Future highlights the evolving
work of the court, looking back over 50
years and ahead to new challenges.  
A reception will follow.  
The conference, lunch presenta-
tion and afternoon symposium are
free. Registration, which is required, is
available at www.law.buffalo.edu/
AlumniEvent.asp  
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Moving toward wholeness 
Clinic and NYS Family Court pay tribute to 














•  Oct. 19, 8:30 a.m.
•  Samuel’s Grande
Manor
•  8750 Main St.,
Williamsville, N.Y. 
•  Open to the public
•  Admission is free
The Domestic Violence Clinic, co-founded in 1992 by
Professor Suzanne Tomkins, far right,  and Catherine
Cerulli ’92, is now celebrating its 20th anniversary.
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GOING FORTH 
WITHPURPOSE
“That is your charge as new lawyers, to go forth and act as the indispensable guardians of our democracy.” –Dean Makau W. Mutua
COMMENCEMENT 2012  
Law School’s
123rd Commencement 
marks a new chapter 
for grads
Multimedia: www.law.buffalo.edu/forum/extra.asp
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GOING FORTH 
WITHPURPOSE B
efore a full house of family, friends
and supporters in the Center for the
Arts, more than 200 newly minted
graduates marked a turning point in
their lives on May 19 at SUNY Buffa-
lo Law School’s 123rd annual Com-
mencement exercises.
In addition to 211 Juris Doctor
degrees, five master of laws degrees
in criminal law and 16 general mas-
ter of laws degrees were awarded, in a ceremony whose roots
stretch back to the Law School’s earliest days. 
Dean Makau W. Mutua said the moment signified a
change in identity for the graduates. “From now onwards, you
will largely be defined by your identity as a lawyer,” the dean
said. “And to me this means that you must reflect on what be-
ing a lawyer means for you and for our society… .  As lawyers
we ask you to work at the intersection of power and power-
lessness with a single mission: the mission of reducing power-
lessness and holding power accountable. That is your charge
as new lawyers, to go forth and act as the indispensable
guardians of our democracy.”
Continued on Page 28
Above, left to right: 
John I. LaMancuso ’12, 
Sean S. Lal ’12 and 
Jennifer A. Kubicki ’12
Far left: Michael M. Kane
’12 receives his hood.
Left: Nicole J. Ettlinger ’12
presented the student
address.
“That is your charge as new lawyers, to go forth and act as the indispensable guardians of our democracy.” –Dean Makau W. Mutua
University at Buffalo President Satish K. Tripathi struck an
optimistic note. “As educated persons, the time to prepare and
strengthen our society is now, not when the next crisis hits,
but now when the outlook is getting brighter,” he said. “We
must not just hope but ensure the outlook for the future re-
mains bright. You are the reasons we have such optimism for
the future. We are tremendously proud of all that you have
achieved, and we can’t wait to see what you will contribute to
the world as UB alumni.” 
Richard F. DiGiacomo ’76, president of the SUNY Buffalo
Law Alumni Association, said, “As you go through your life, I
would like you to think. Think about the people you meet.
Some of the most intelligent, articulate, hard-working, cre-
ative people you will meet, people who have the ability to get
to the core of a problem, analyze it, find a solution, advise the
people they represent of that solution or successfully argue
their position to help the people they represent. I suggest most
of those people are going to be lawyers – just like you.”
Nicole J. Ettlinger ’12, in giving the student address, reflect-
ed on the age-old promise that law school teaches one to
“think like a lawyer.”  “For each of us, thinking like a lawyer
will mean something different,” she said. “But for all of us, it
means something. Whether we had expected it to happen or
not, the law has become part of who we are. Whether we be-
come the next great litigators, politicians, judges, law profes-
sors – or even if we choose a different career path entirely – we
are still lawyers.
“What we can learn from our three years at SUNY Buffalo
Law School is to be the best lawyer possible. To work harder,
speak with passion, and to always remember how important
our role is to those who we represent. Every one of us will be
an asset to the legal field. I know I would be proud to have any
of the members of the Class of 2012 as co-counsel, opposing
counsel and even my own counsel.” 
The afternoon’s keynote speaker was Professor Martha
Minow, dean of Harvard Law School. Minow, who once
clerked for U.S. Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall, is
well-known for her scholarship in human rights issues, with a
focus on members of racial and religious minorities and
women, children and persons with disabilities.
Her address centered around what to remember – and
what to forget. 
“Something about moments of life transition make us es-
pecially alert and attentive in ways that organize what we re-
member,” she said. “The new, the unfamiliar, what is not al-
ready scripted – that is what we tend to remember. So what
will you recall of your time here? You may well remember
some of what you learned in Contracts or Con Law or Tax.
You probably will remember the first days of a summer job or
the first interview with a client in a clinic, or the friends you
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Gordon R. Gross ’55 and Diane F. Bosse ’76
Right, left to right: 
Dean Makau W. Mutua, UB President
Satish K. Tripathi and 
Pamela Davis-Heilman ’75 of 
the UB Council
Below:
Richard F. DiGiacomo ’76, 
president of the SUNY Buffalo 
Law Alumni Association
“… The fate of our fate is in your hands.” – Professor Martha Minow, dean of Harvard Law School
made. You actually will forget a lot. It
turns out we need to forget, or at least
never start remembering, some 90 per-
cent of our experiences, because other-
wise we have overwhelming sensory
overload. So that’s an assuring fact, if we
remember it.”
And she encouraged the graduates to
make the transition from speculation to
advocacy. “The hardest-headed, most
practical legal analysis must include not
just the law student’s preface, ‘Well, one
could argue …,’ but instead the lawyer’s
admonition, ‘How should you argue?’
How will other people view this action
over time? How will you view it 20 years
hence? How do you want to be remem-
bered?
“… The fate of our fate is in your
hands. It’s not that ‘we’ve given you a per-
fect world, don’t louse it up.’ We’ve given
you a flawed, only partly remembered
world. You each can and must have a
hand in what we come to remember.”
The Dean’s Medal was presented to
Hon. Samuel L. Green ’67, recently re-
tired as senior associate judge of the
Appellate Division, Fourth Depart-
ment, of the New York State Supreme
Court. The Ken Joyce Distinguished
Teaching Award was given to Steven R.
Sugarman ’85, a longtime and popular
adjunct professor of basic and ad-
vanced mediation courses.
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Left: Keynote speaker 
Professor Martha Minow, 
dean of Harvard Law School
Below, left to right: 












“… The fate of our fate is in your hands.” – Professor Martha Minow, dean of Harvard Law School
Cristin L. Murray ’12 with her father
It was called the Empire State LegalWriting Conference, but the June23 gathering at SUNY Buffalo Law
School extended its reach far beyond
New York. Participants from 25 law
schools in a dozen states took part,
sharing ideas and experiences from the
creative challenge of teaching law stu-
dents the fine art of legal writing and
analysis. 
“The skills that are required to write
well as a lawyer are far more complex
than many people realize,” says Stephen
J. Paskey, who teaches legal analysis,
writing and research, known as the
LAWR program, at SUNY Buffalo Law
and was the local conference organizer.
“We teach the kind of analytical skills
that apply to any area of law – how to
synthesize a rule of law from multiple
cases, for instance. Then there are writ-
ing skills that are very specific to writing
in a legal context. 
“We also teach more general writing
skills. Even though law students as a
group are bright and have done well as
undergraduates, for most of them their
general writing skills are not at a level
they should be to be effective as
lawyers.”
Hence the need for experts to come
together to explore and create ideas for
how best to develop those skills in law
students. Conference attendees heard
more than 20 presentations on a wide
range of topics, such as assessing stu-
dents’ progress; teaching specialized re-
search and advanced writing; and exer-
cises for building research skills and us-
ing plain language. Five SUNY Buffalo
Law faculty made presentations:
Bernadette Garganoand Monica Piga
Wallaceon “Advanced Legal Writing:
Developing a ‘Practice-Ready’ Course
Beyond the First Year”; Patrick J. Long
on “Teaching Continuity and Structure
Through the Gettysburg Address”;
Chris Pashleron “Know Your Audi-
ence: Writing to Address Potential
Bias”; andLaura Reillyon “Turning
Skeptical Students Into Believers: Fun
and Engaging Ideas for the Classroom.”
The task, Paskey says, is essentially
one of translation. “As a lawyer, you’re
writing about ideas that are often in-
credibly complex. To write about them
in a way that is clear, understandable
and direct is really a challenge for most
first-year students. You would think, for
instance, that students with a degree in
English or another field in the humani-
ties would have a leg up in legal writing,
but that really isn’t true. Students learn
many habits as undergraduates that
don’t translate well to a legal environ-
ment.” 
Keynote speaker for the conference
wasSarah Ricks,a clinical professor of
law at Rutgers Law School. Her talk ad-
dressed the overlap between legal writ-
ing programs and experiential learning,
and argued for “erasing the lines” be-
tween legal writing, clinics and pro
bono programs. 
Integrating legal writing instruction
with such practical opportunities, Ricks
said, helps students to learn the profes-
sional skills of learning in teams and en-
gaging in peer review. “Working for a
real client can motivate students to do
better work,” she said, “knowing that
their work product is not going into the
recycle bin but rather into the hands of
some non-profit or government agency
or clinical client that can use that infor-
mation to do something in the world.” 
Ricks cited several “interesting ex-
periments” in teaching legal writing,
such as assigning first-year students to
write about questions facing a law
school clinic; having students research
and write about issues for a non-profit
organization; and collaborating with a
judge to create assignments based on a
pending case, for which students write
bench notes. 
A daylong Scholar’s Forum spon-
sored by the Association of Legal Writ-
ing Directors  immediately preceded
the conference. A dozen scholars took
advantage of the opportunity to present
scholarship ideas or works in progress
for discussion and critique by scholars
of legal writing, including keynote
speaker Ricks. The aim, Paskey said, was
to encourage interdisciplinary scholar-
ship in the legal writing community.
Christine Bartholomew,who also
teaches legal analysis, writing and re-
search at SUNY Buffalo Law, coordi-
nated the workshop.
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At the blackboard, SUNY Buffalo Law School’s Laura Beth Reilly
SUNY Buffalo Law 
hosts ambitious legal 
writing conference
Teaching the teachers
For more photos, visit: www.law.buffalo.edu/forum/extra.asp
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Twenty academically promisingcollege students spent a monthat SUNY Buffalo Law School
this summer, but it was far from a 
vacation. As part of the LSAC Discover-
Law.org Prelaw Undergraduate Schol-
ars Program, the students took notes on
lectures in legal theory and practice,
completed some written projects, tried
out oral advocacy, took field trips rang-
ing from a law firm to a prison, and in
general got a foretaste of the life of a
first-year law student.
The innovative program, one of
nine nationwide sponsored by the Law
School Admissions Council, is intended
to attract minority applicants to the
field of law.  In Buffalo, the program
was a joint venture of the Law School,
UB’s Millard Fillmore College, the Mi-
nority Bar Association of Western New
York and LSAC. 
“It is intended to ad-
dress the lack of diversity
in law schools and the
need for more students of
diverse backgrounds in
the pipeline,” says Lillie
Wiley-Upshaw, SUNY
Buffalo Law’s vice dean
for admissions and stu-
dent life and one of the
leaders of the program.
“We tried to give the stu-
dents a realistic snapshot
of what it’s like to be a law
student and a practitioner. Now they
are much better prepared to be smart
applicants and hopefully become
stronger law students once they are ad-
mitted.”
A typical day, starting at 9 o’clock
sharp, involved a class on a topic in law,
an intensive course on the fundamen-
tals of legal research and writing, a sem-
inar on the law school admissions
process or skill development for the
LSAT, and a guest speaker. After dinner,
students were expected to study and
prepare for the next day’s classes. 
Faculty participants included Pro-
fessor James A. Wooten, teaching Intro-
duction to Law; Professor
Teresa A. Miller, teaching In-
troduction to Criminal Pro-
cedure; Professor Charles P.
Ewing, teaching Evidence
and Trial Practice; Professor
David M. Engel, teaching
Tort Law, and Law in Cul-
ture and Society; and lectur-
ers Bernadette Gargano and
Johanna Oreskovic ’97,
teaching legal research and
writing. In addition, stu-
dents toured Wende Cor-
rectional Facility, networked with attor-
neys at the Buffalo office of Hodgson
Russ (which hosted a reception for the
students along with Jodyann Galvin
’98), and toured Family Court and Buf-
falo’s downtown federal courthouse.  
The students worked hard. “We
tried to simulate the first-year experi-
ence as much as we could,” Wiley-
Upshaw says – “that feel-
ing of being over-
whelmed and having to
read material more than
once if you don’t under-
stand it the first time.”
And, she said, “We tried
very hard to communi-
cate to their professors
that they didn’t need to
hold back.”
The students stayed in
the newly built Greiner
Hall, under the watchful
eyes of two resident assis-
tants, third-year SUNY
Buffalo Law students
Amber Diem and Paul
Iya.
Tasha E. Moore ’98,
regional director of the
Buffalo office of the New
York State Division of
Human Rights, led a Mi-
nority Bar Association
task force that has pro-
duced programs for po-
tential lawyers of all ages – from grade
school to college – to improve the diver-
sity of the profession. Those efforts have
ranged from staging “the trial of
Goldilocks” for younger children, to
running a speaker series for high school
students, to the Discover Law program
for minority and first-generation col-
lege students.
“We wanted them to have an idea of
what it truly takes to become a lawyer,”
says Moore, who is immediate past
president of the Minority Bar Associa-
tion. “A lot of young people don’t view
the legal professional as accessible, and
that’s particularly true for minority stu-
dents. We wanted to show them that
you don’t need to be wealthy to get
through law school. Graduate educa-
tion, including law school, is expensive,
but there are ways to make it happen.” 
Discover Law, she says, was an ex-
periment – “at first we were concerned
no one would apply,” she says – but
quickly drew interest from over 100 ap-
plicants. “We could have doubled the
class easily, but it was a good beginning
class and a good learning experience for
both of us,” Moore says. 
Opening 
undergraduates’
eyes to the 
possibilities of law
Four weeks of discovery
Tasha E. Moore ’98
Twenty academically promising minority students
participated in the LSAC monthlong pre-law program.









SUNY Buffalo Law School’scommitment to the practice ofpublic-service law is nowhere
more in evidence than in the Buffalo
Public Interest Law Program, and this
summer’s public-service interns car-
ried on a proud and growing tradi-
tion.
With financial support from
BPILP, the Law School dean’s office,
the SUNY Buffalo Law Alumni Asso-
ciation, the Buffalo Human Rights
Center and individual sponsors, 23
students were able to take unpaid in-
ternships in the public interest – work
experiences that they may not have
been able to afford otherwise. 
The centerpiece fund-raiser for the
program, the 17th annual BPILP Auc-
tion, raised more than $35,000. Fel-
lowships were awarded through a
competitive process.
Conversations with a few of the
awardees reveal a broad range of ex-
periences and duties – learning that
will stay with them through law
school and on into their careers. 
As a Virginia Leary Human Rights
Fellow,Candace Filipski ’13worked
as a law intern on employment dis-
crimination cases with the Buffalo of-
fice of the federal Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission. 
“It’s like the job of a first-year asso-
ciate,” says Filipski, who during the
school year serves as student co-direc-
tor of the Buffalo Human Rights Cen-
ter. “I’m right in there, handling some
racial discrimination cases and a lot of
sex discrimination cases, such as sexu-
al harassment in the workplace.” A
major role has been working on a
decade-old nationwide case in which
the EEOC is representing over 200
women claiming sex discrimination.
“I’ve been able to assist with getting in
touch with claimants, letting them
know about recent movement in the
case, contacting witnesses and inter-
viewing people who would be good
witnesses,” she says.
The experience, says Filipski,
whose internship last summer was as
a clerk for a federal district court
judge, has imparted some advocacy
skills as well. “When I was working for
the court, I was helping settle disputes
between two parties,” she says. “Here
it’s definitely advocating for one side.
Last year was heavy on the research
and writing; here I’ve had a lot of in-
teraction with people. For me, it’s the
best of both worlds.”
Sarah Fenster ’14 stayed in Buffalo
this summer as well, working in the
Guardianship Department of Legal
Services for the Elderly, Disabled or
Disadvantaged of Western New York.
Her work was supported by a Dean’s
Buffalo Public Interest Law Program
Fellowship.
The department, she says, takes on
the role of guardian for the person
and/or the property of incapacitated
or elderly individuals – people whose
health problems render them unable
to make their own decisions, and who
don’t have a family member to step in. 
“I’ve always been very interested in
public service and public-interest
work,” says Fenster, who worked for a
year as an AmeriCorps volunteer be-
fore entering SUNY Buffalo Law
School. And despite the difficult cir-
cumstances faced by her clients, the
commitment of her summer col-
leagues has inspired her. “Everyone
just seemed very knowledgeable and
compassionate,” Fenster says. “They
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The Buffalo Public Interest Law Program’s annual auction is the organization’s major
fund-raiser in support of students pursuing summer internship work in the public
and not-for-profit sectors.
would bend over backwards to do
anything for these people. These are
sad situations, but that puts an even
stronger feeling of purpose in the
work we do, because we’re the ones
who are there to help them; they don’t
have anyone else.” 
B
ecause the internship is un-
paid, she said, having the fel-
lowship support meant she
could be there full time,
rather than having to seek outside
employment to make ends meet. “It’s
different when you’re there day in and
day out,” she says. “It’s really allowed
me to get so involved in the organiza-
tion by being there every day and real-
ly focus on the legal work.”
Her classmate Luisa Johnson ’14
clerked for Hon. Jonathan Feldman of
the U.S. District Court, in Rochester,
as a BPILP Fellow. Johnson serves on
BPILP’s executive board. 
“For me,” she says, “to best serve
the public and people in general you
have to understand the system. Work-
ing in the federal court system, I’m re-
ally getting a better understanding of
what each person’s role is, how the
judge navigates those roles and how
the other participants fit into their
roles. The most valuable part has been
seeing inside the chambers and really
understanding what’s going on on
both sides of the table and what the
judge wants.” 
So, for example, she has attended
court proceedings such as competen-
cy and sentencing hearings, as well as
trials, and has “spent a lot of time re-
searching cases and issues, writing
draft recommendations, memoranda,
summarizing issues and arguments,
and giving recommendations.” One
enduring lesson: “The tiniest details
matter.” 
Judge Feldman, she says, was a fed-
eral public defender and U.S. Attor-
ney before ascending to the bench, “so
he’s seen it all. Any time that I have
questions, he’s more than happy to
have me into his office and talk with
me.” 
And Joe Schaffer ’14, also a BPILP
Fellow, felt the brunt of the summer
heat wave while working for the
Refugee Resettlement Program of the
Arizona Department of Economic Se-
curity, in Phoenix. 
He worked with Mutual Assistance
Associations – “organically formed
ethnic communities” such as
Bhutanese, Congolese or Burundian
immigrants – to help them become
more effective advocates for refugees.
His contributions involved working
on grant writing and legal support to
help meet the exacting requirements
for federal granting and procurement.
He also worked with some associa-
tions to establish a “health navigator”
position, providing direct case man-
agement or guidance in how to access
health care services. 
“It can be really hard for the
churches and others doing resettle-
ment to get through to communities
that don’t have the same cultural
background we do,” notes Schaffer,
who worked with refugees in Idaho
for two years after earning his under-
graduate degree – the experience that
inspired him to go to law school.
“We’re trying to make it easier for
them to join the party.”
Schaffer says he may continue to
work long-distance with his col-
leagues during the school year.
Refugees, he says, are “not just some-
thing you see on the news or in
movies – these are real people that
you can talk to and learn what they
went through. I’m kind of hooked. It’s
a really good fit for me.” 
And the financial support, he says,
has been invaluable: “I’ve had to rent a
place out here and pay for utilities and
gasoline. I don’t know if I could have
done it without the BPILP Fellow-
ship.” 
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“I’ve always been very 
interested in public service
and public-interest work.”
–Sarah Fenster ’14
Candace Filipski ’13: 
“It’s like the job of a first-year associate.”
Apioneer program of the NewYork State Bar Association’sInternational Law Section
put three SUNY Buffalo Law students
in legal internships across the world
this summer. 
Student Michael Oliver spent the
summer in South America, and stu-
dents Richard Rowley and Jennifer
Yateswere in Europe – Rowley in
Prague and Yates in Vienna. 
The program was initiated by 
Lauren Rachlin, a member of the 
international/cross border practice
group at the Buffalo office of the law
firm Hodgson Russ. “Our NYSBA  is
the only bar association that has active
chapters all over the world,” says
Rachlin, who founded the Interna-
tional Law Section more than two
decades ago. “It occurred to me that
maybe it would be an interesting
thing for both our chapters and the
law students to make available an out-
bound internship program. I thought
it would be an exciting project.” He
reached out to the Law School, which
was supportive, and e-mailed the
worldwide chapters. Of those that ex-
pressed interest, Guatemala, Vienna
and Prague were chosen for the initial
round of internships.
The hope is that interest will build
in international law at SUNY Buffalo
and that a student chapter of the In-
ternational Law Section will be estab-
lished. For Rachlin, who himself spent
a summer abroad between his junior
and senior years in college, it was also
about giving the students “an interest-
ing experience. It’s important to open
their eyes to what’s out there. They are
working with civil law and other legal
structures, and they make lifetime
contacts besides.”
E-mail conversations with two of
the three students reveal a wide range
of experiences, both in their employ-
ment settings and in the wide world of
international travel. 
Jennifer Yates, who is entering herfinal year of the Law School’sJ.D./MBA program, worked with
Graf & Pitkowitz, an international-
ly focused Austrian law firm that spe-
cializes in corporate law and interna-
tional arbitration. Her work included
editing a publication on Austrian se-
curities law, researching the inherent
powers of arbitral tribunals for a
forthcoming article, and comparing
the fee structures of international ar-
bitration institutions.
The work, she says, has taught her
about the differences between civil
law and common law systems, the in-
ner workings of Austria’s political, so-
cial and economic systems, and how
Europeans perceive the United States.
“There is a strong emphasis on the
importance of having a global mind-
set in today’s business world,” she says.
“I believe that gaining the perspective
of different geographies and cultures
can help you better understand and
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“I believe that gaining the perspective of different geogra-
phies and cultures can help you better understand and
appreciate your own life, personal and professional.”
– Jennifer Yates
appreciate your own life, personal and
professional.   
“The most challenging thing so far
has been the language barrier,” Yates
says. “Everything is in German, and I
do not speak much German! Howev-
er, most people speak at least some
English and are always willing to help.
I have learned enough to navigate the
law firm, the transportation system
and the restaurant/bar scene. 
“The food, beer and wine are all
very good. I have made friends with
some local Viennese who have been
helpful at recommending the best tra-
ditional Austrian restaurants and
dishes. Of course, the Wiener
schnitzel is a staple here and very
yummy. Different kinds of breads,
meats and sweets are available on al-
most every corner, and the coffee is
not to be missed!” 
Michael Oliver – also enter-ing his final year of theJ.D./MBA program –
worked at offices of the Aczalaw firm
in three South American countries:
Guatemala City, Guatemala; Man-
agua, Nicaragua; and San Salvador, 
El Salvador. 
“I enjoy comparative law and po-
litical science, and the opportunity to
be exposed to the legal systems of
multiple countries was a huge draw,”
Oliver says. Aczalaw mostly focuses on
commercial law and serves both re-
gional and international clients.
“I haven’t experienced too many
days where I’m doing the same thing,”
Oliver says. “I’ve been working with
different attorneys on several issues
involving commercial transactions,
labor law, IP and constitutional law.
Each office I worked in was a little dif-
ferent as well. In Nicaragua, I focused
more on commercial transactions, re-
vising creditor and shareholder agree-
ments. In El Salvador, due to the polit-
ical climate, I was much more focused
on constitutional law.” There especial-
ly, he said, he learned a lot about the
political history of El Salvador and the
underlying tensions between the po-
litical parties there. 
“The insight I gained is something
I never would have been able to
achieve had I stayed in the States,” he
says. “Also, I would have never fully
understood the bureaucracy involved
in what I have always perceived as or-
dinary business, such as extending
credit or entering into a transactional
agreement. Seeing firsthand how in-
volved the state agencies are in com-
mercial activity is something I would
have never been able to grasp by stay-
ing in the States.”
He, too, has been challenged by the
language barrier – “Yo no hablo muy
bien el español,” he says wryly – but has
discovered great food: “If you like
beans, cheese, tortillas and eggs (prob-
ably in that order), then you’ll fit right
in down here. The best things I’ve had
are called pupusas. It’s a very simple
Salvadoran food – corn tortillas
stuffed with refried beans, pork, loro-
co (a vine flower bud) and/or cheese.  
“And I’ve been doing quite a bit of
sightseeing. My favorite place is Lago
de Atitlan, Guatemala, a lake at the
base of three volcanoes. It is one of the
most beautiful places I’ve ever seen.”
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Salvador, due to the
political climate, I was
much more focused on
constitutional law.”
–Michael Oliver
The name of a larger-than-lifefigure whose life was cutshort has found a permanent
place in his Law School alma mater.
The newly renovated student
lounge in John Lord O’Brian
Hall was dedicated May 22
in honor of Michael H.
Doran ’82, who died in
2009 when the plane he
was piloting crashed in
Ohio. Gifts from family
and friends, and a bequest
from Doran’s estate, funded
the creation of the student-friend-
ly lounge just off the bustling heart of
the Law School’s first floor. 
“Our goal was to create an attrac-
tive and welcoming area that conveys
some of the gravitas of a place where
law is studied and legal professionals
are trained,” said Vice Dean James A.
Gardner, who convened the dedica-
tion ceremony. “The hub can be a lit-
tle busy and noisy sometimes. Law
students view this lounge as a peaceful
oasis in their midst.” 
After a framed photo and
brief biography of Doran was
unveiled – it will hang per-
manently in the student
lounge – several speakers tes-
tified to a personality as lik-
able as he was unforgettable.
“Michael would be very
proud indeed,” said Thomas Doran,
his brother, who worked with Michael
Doran at the Doran & Murphy law
firm for many years. “Michael was
deeply passionate about SUNY Buffa-
lo Law School. His devotion and ad-
miration for this school may be
demonstrated by the amazing num-
ber of law students he hired as clerks:
three or four a year for 17 years, and
the firm carries on that tradition to-
day.”
Christopher Murphy ’93 said that
a student lounge – a place where peo-
ple gather – is the perfect memorial
for his law partner and close friend.
“Mike loved to get together with
friends, and he was pretty darn good
at it – parties at his house, sunset
cruises on Buffalo waterfront,” Mur-
phy said, citing Doran’s personal mot-
to: “Lovin’ livin’ and livin’ lovin’.”“He
went from case to case and adventure
to adventure. He was always rushing
from thing to thing, trying to squeeze
it all in. Mike lived life on his own
terms.
“Mike was only 51 years old when
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he died,” Murphy said, “and the story
of Mike Doran reminds us all that life
is really too short. We should live
every day with purpose; we should
live for the present. And if we do, we’ll
all be happier for it. We’ll all have less
unfinished business.” 
Said Hon. Paula L. Feroleto ’82,
Doran’s classmate and friend: “The
word ‘passion’ for me describes Mike.
Back in law school Mike was passion-
ate: organizing the softball team, orga-
nizing a trip to Rudy’s Pump Room
for chicken wings, or to Nicole’s for a
party after exams were done…. There
were so many lives that Mike touched,
and so many of us would not be the
people we are today or be where we
are without Mike and without his
passion. So thank you to the Doran
family for the gift of Michael.”
Francis M. Letro ’79, a fellow
member of the trial bar and friend of
Doran as well, said that for him, the
defining word was “natural.” “He’s re-
ally one of the outstanding, extraordi-
nary graduates of this law school,”
Letro said. “Mike was a natural. He
was a natural lawyer, a natural friend,
a natural athlete, everything about
him – he was one of those persons
who had a natural ability about him.
And this Law School identified that
and nurtured that along with his par-
ents and his family. … Every visitor
from this day on who comes to this
law school will be reminded about
Mike Doran and read about him and
see that handsome face in there, and
aspire to be the type of lawyer that
Mike Doran was.” 
Vice Dean Alan S. Carrel ’67 also
spoke about Doran’s legal success. “It
was great seeing him become a star in
his profession,” Carrel said. “He cared
deeply about his clients, was passion-
ate about giving them the best repre-
sentation possible, was meticulous in
his preparation, and used his excep-
tional ability to obtain one great result
after another.
“Mike had energy, enthusiasm,
charisma and a remarkable zest for
life. But above all he was a people per-
son, a people magnet. Everyone liked
him, and the reason is understand-
able: He was always extending him-
self, always wanting to be of assis-
tance, and never asking for anything
in return. He had more close friends
than anyone I ever knew.
“He had a huge heart and he wore
it on his sleeve. When you were his
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Three SUNY Buffalo LawSchool professors have as-sumed new administrative
roles, Dean Makau W. Mutua an-
nounced. 
SUNY Distinguished Service Pro-
fessor Charles Patrick Ewing, a long-
time SUNY Buffalo Law professor
who has published widely in the area
of forensic psychology and the law,
will serve as vice dean for academic af-
fairs. He previously served as vice
dean for legal skills. In his new posi-
tion, Ewing is responsible for overall
operation of the Law School’s cur-
riculum, including leading faculty
planning and hiring adjunct profes-
sors, and moot courts, our trial advo-
cacy program and use of the Letro
Courtroom.
SUNY Distinguished Professor
Guyora Binder will serve as vice dean
for research and faculty development,
a role designed to provide compre-
hensive support to faculty scholar-
ship. He will organize faculty work-
shops, communicate faculty achieve-
ments, approve research assistants,
advise the dean on the allocation of
other research resources, and general-
ly work to increase the school’s sup-
port for faculty research and develop-
ment.
Professor Kim Diana Connolly,
who directs the Law School’s clinical
program, takes on the additional re-
sponsibilities of vice dean for legal
skills. In this role, she will oversee
SUNY Buffalo Law’s legal research
and writing and trial courses, the aca-
demic support program, the extern-
ship program, mediation program
and Law School journals.
In addition, Dean Mutua an-
nounced that four key Law School ad-
ministrators will take on additional
duties.Bobby Jo LaDelfawill oversee
Law School financial aid and will be-
come assistant dean for records, regis-
tration and financial aid.Lillie Wiley-
Upshawwill oversee orientation and
student groups and will take the title
vice dean for admissions and student
life. Vice Dean for Student Services
Melinda Saran will develop and im-
plement a program providing oppor-
tunities for students to do pro bono
work. Finally,Rebecca Donoghue,
who serves as executive assistant to the
dean, will coordinate our annual
Commencement activities.
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Professor Guyora Binder’s newbook comes to the defense ofone of the most-maligned fea-
tures of criminal law – felony murder
rules, which impose liability when
certain felonies cause death. 
Felony murder liability is widely
scorned as irrational, says Binder, who
serves as vice dean for research and
faculty development at the Law
School. And some of the examples he
discusses seem to make that case: A
bank robber convicted of felony mur-
der after a bank employee suffered a
fatal heart attack once the robber had
left the scene; the driver of a stolen car
convicted of felony murder after a 2-
year-old darted out in front of him; a
cocaine user convicted of felony mur-
der when a companion overdosed on
the drug.  Yet Binder argues that these
examples are misapplications of
felony murder, reflecting misunder-
standing of its principled basis.
Binder contrasts these cases with oth-
ers, where felony murder liability was
properly applied:  a rapist smothered
a child victim in an effort to silence
her; a robber fired a gun inadvertently
while using it to menace a
victim; a fire set in a
storefront to defraud
the insurance company
spread to a neighboring
apartment, and kills a
family.  Five hundred to
600 cases each year are
prosecuted as felony mur-
der in the United States,
Binder says.  In by far the
most common felony mur-
der scenario, an armed rob-
ber intentionally shoots a vic-
tim or a police officer, with no prov-
able intent to kill.
“The law of felony murder has
been viewed as an extreme example of
legal formalism,” Binder says. “A lot of
scholars assume it doesn’t make any
sense, that it’s a legacy of ancient Eng-
lish common law that got incorporat-
ed into our legal system after the Rev-
olution, and that there’s no way to re-
form felony murder laws to make
them rational.”
All three of those assumptions, he
argues in Felony Murder (Stanford
University Press), are wrong. 
Binder says that, contrary to
popular belief, felony murder
laws are an American inven-
tion, not an import, and they
were enacted by legislatures,
not courts. As to the claim
that these statutes are irra-
tional, his response is: Not
necessarily. 
“The law of felony mur-
der is often described as, if
somebody dies accidental-
ly, you’re liable,” Binder says.
“That was never the rule. Really what’s
involved is a defendant’s liability for
causing death negligently and for a
bad reason.” “If we kill intentionally, a
good reason can mitigate or eliminate
guilt, and a bad reason – eliminating a
witness, say or persecuting a religious
group – can aggravate it.  The same is
true for causing death carelessly.” 
Some critics, he writes, “argue that
felony murder liability is a morally ar-
bitrary lottery, in which punishment
depends on the fortuity that an unin-
tended death occurs in the course of a
felony, regardless of the felon’s culpa-
bility for that death.” 
But, he says, “Consequences do
matter in everyday morality. We take
actual harm a lot more personally
than we take risk.  For example, we
punish successful murders more than
we punish failed attempts.” 
In considering reforms of felony
murder laws, Binder disagrees with le-
gal scholars who assert that the
statutes are beyond fixing. “Because
scholars have criticized felony murder
liability as utterly irrational, they are
dismissing the views of the electorate
and not giving legislatures and courts
guidance about how to make it more
rational,” he says. “They’re saying it
can’tbe made rational. But in fact,
felony murder law as actually applied
is pretty reasonable in most jurisdic-
tions. Where it isn’t, the challenge is to
conform the law to its justifying prin-
ciples.” 
B
inder says he hopes Felony
Murder will be read by legal
scholars, professors and law
students; by judges, whose
jury instructions reflect their under-
standings of the law; and by defense
attorneys and especially prosecutors.
“I really hope it influences prosecu-
tors,” he says. “We really rely on prin-
cipled decision-making by prosecu-
tors.”
Another intended audience:
thoughtful lawmakers who might
have the courage to go beyond tough-
on-crime rhetoric and look at logical
reforms to felony murder laws. “I’d
like responsible legislators to be able
to say, ‘I support felony murder liabili-
ty, but there are cases where it doesn’t
apply,’” Binder says. “We need to have
a principled law.”  
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Rethinking felony murder
Binder’s book sheds new light on a 
controversial area of criminal law
Anew book co-edited by SUNYBuffalo Professor Lynn M.Mather goes deep inside the
everyday ethical decisions of lawyers in
a variety of practice areas – including
corporate litigation, securities, immi-
gration and divorce law – and asks,
how does the context in which lawyers
work affect the kinds of ethical dilem-
mas they face and the ways they re-
solve those dilemmas? 
Lawyers in Practice: Ethical Deci-
sion Making in Context (University
of Chicago Press) collects essays
whose authors have done empiri-
cal research on the subject, rang-
ing from Mather’s wide-ranging
surveys of divorce lawyers to, in
one case, an in-depth study of a
single legal services office. Math-
er’s co-editor is Leslie C. Levin of the
University of Connecticut Law School. 
The book grew out of a Baldy Cen-
ter conference in 2010 that Mather and
Levin organized. The premise they
wanted to test was that the context in
which lawyers practice makes a signifi-
cant difference in their ethical decision
making – that one-size-fits-all guide-
lines like the ABA’s Model Rules of Pro-
fessional Conduct matter less for attor-
neys in practice than the informal
norms that arise in law firms and in
communities of lawyers. 
“Context matters,” Mather says.
“Lawyers are subject to different kinds
of ethical rules that the Bar imposes on
all lawyers. But lawyers in certain areas
are also subject to other kinds of rules
and regulations which may in fact be
more salient to them than the profes-
sional rules of conduct.” For example,
she says, in a firm specializing in per-
sonal injury cases, fear of malpractice
suits may drive the members’ decisions
around ethical dilemmas. 
“Corporate culture” pressures great-
ly influence these decisions as well, she
says. “It’s those informal rules that
emerge within an organization of
lawyers that often are the most impor-
tant. It’s what your boss tells you to do.
It’s what the expectations are of team of
litigators who are working together for
years on a case and what the lead attor-
ney demands of them.” 
A
nother kind of informal pres-
sure comes from a subset of
attorneys in a geographical
area – divorce lawyers who
face each other in county court day in
and day out, for example – or from the
expectations that attach to practice in a
certain kind of community. When she
surveyed lawyers in Maine, for exam-
ple, Mather found a widespread belief
that the closer one came to Boston, “the
more aggressive the lawyering and the
less ethical. There’s a sense in which the
big-city lawyer is seen as a little shadier.
Especially in small cities, reputation be-
comes an extremely important aspect
of informal control.” 
Besides an introduction co-written
with Levin, Mather has two essays in
the book.  
Her chapter on divorce law practice,
written with Craig A. McEwen, looks at
the perils of working in such an emo-
tional realm. One question: Is a divorce
lawyer obligated to do what the client
wants, even when the client can’t think
clearly about what he or she wants?
“There is a professional rule that says
lawyers should provide candid advice,
but the question is, how much?” Math-
er says. “We look at the high rate of
grievances against divorce lawyers and
then consider why is it that so many
complaints are filed against divorce
lawyers for professional misconduct.”
Tellingly, she says, non-specialists tend
to get more complaints than divorce
specialists, “precisely because it’s such a
difficult area to practice in. A small-
town lawyer may not realize just how
vulnerable she is when she takes on a
divorce case and tries to treat it like a
real estate matter or a personal injury
case.”
In a chapter written with John M.
Conley, Mather notes the dilemmas
arising in the high-stakes world of
patent law practice, in which many
small offices have been bought up by
large corporate law firms. “That has led
to changes in the nature of the practice,”
she says. “The biggest danger is in viola-
tion of the obligation to avoid conflicts
of interest. You can know so much
about the science of one client’s inven-
tion that if you take on another client in
the field, you risk having a conflict of in-
terest.” That is a serious problem for
patent lawyers. “In other areas of law,”
Mather explains, “conflicts between
current and former clients are deter-
mined by the names of the parties but
in patent law – with its specialized tech-
nology — it’s the subject matter that
counts.”
In keeping with its origins in the
Baldy Center, the book is interdiscipli-
nary: About one-third of the contribut-
ing authors are social scientists, another
third are legal scholars, and the balance
have both legal and social science train-
ing. Indeed, Mather hopes the book will
find an audience in law school classes
on professional responsibility, in sociol-
ogy courses on the professions, and
with “anybody who’s interested in what
it’s like to be a lawyer.”
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Lynn M. Mather 
When is it ethically respon-sible to breach a profes-sional confidence in or-
der to prevent an outbreak of vio-
lence? That was the topic on National
Public Radio’s Talk of the Nationpro-
gram on Aug. 13, and SUNY Distin-
guished Service Professor Charles
Patrick Ewing, a forensic psychologist
and attorney, was the featured guest.
Speaking from the studio of Buffa-
lo radio station WNED with host
Lynn Neary in Washington, D.C., Ew-
ing talked from experience about
times when colleagues have asked him
for advice in difficult ethical situa-
tions. A partial transcript of his com-
ments follows; to listen to the NPR




few years ago, a psychologist
from another state contacted
me and wanted legal advice.
He’d been seeing a patient
who was injured in an accident and
had a personal injury suit that was
taking a long time in the courts. And
as the psychologist was treating this
man, over time, the man became in-
creasingly obsessed with getting his
case settled, said that his lawyer was
thwarting that. He began to make
statements about making the lawyer
pay, getting the lawyer, taking care of
the lawyer.
One day, the patient came in and
announced that he knew where the
attorney lived, because he’d been fol-
lowing him. And then about a week
later, he told him that he had pur-
chased a gun, and he planned to use it
to do whatever it took to make his
case get going, in his words. The psy-
chologist believed, at that point, that
the patient may have been planning to
shoot the lawyer. He was under no le-
gal duty to warn. He was under a legal
duty to keep this confidential. And his
question to me was: What do I do?
What we had here was two com-
peting interests. One is confidentiality,
the relationship between the psychol-
ogist and patient, on the one hand;
and on the other hand, the safety, per-
haps even the life of another human
being. 
There are a number of judgment
calls you have to make. One is: Is this a
serious threat? Is it a threat that’s
made against a specific person? And is
the threat imminent? 
To me it was a no-brainer, both
legally and ethically. Ethically, I think
we all value life over principles, even
deeply held principles such as confi-
dentiality in a professional relation-
ship.
And legally, I told him that I could
not imagine a jury or a licensing
board taking negative action against
him if he made this report and violat-
ed the confidence of his patient. But I
did tell him that I could imagine that
with creative lawyering and creative
judging, he could be held liable in the
long run if he didn’t take some rea-
sonable steps to protect the attorney’s
life in this case.
I’ve been in this field for 30 years,
and I’m constantly making decisions
about whether someone poses a dan-
ger to self or others. But most mental
health professionals, most psycholo-
gists, psychiatrists, psychotherapists,
have little to no training and little to
no ability to make those kinds of
judgments. That’s part of the problem
with these laws: We’re imposing a
duty where we really believe people
can do what they can’t do, and that is
predict the future.
The key is notifying the patient up
front before the relationship begins
that there are limits to confidentiality.
So if a patient tells you about infor-
mation that leads you to believe that a
child’s being abused or has been
abused, all bets are off in terms of
confidentiality. The best way to han-
dle it is to give the patient a laundry
list right from the start, saying these
are the instances in which there will be
no confidentiality. And interestingly, I
found in my own practice that it really
didn’t make any difference in terms of
what people revealed to me. 
These laws require us in the mental
health professions to take reasonable
steps to prevent the harm from occur-
ring. I can’t think of an instance in
which I or one of my colleagues has
contacted the individual who’s threat-
ened directly. I think it’s much better,
much safer to contact the police.
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No more silence
On NPR, Professor Ewing explores the limits 
of professional confidentiality
“We all value life over 
principles, even deeply






It’s not often that one has thechance to represent the interests ofthe United States in the midst of a
crowd of delegates from 162 nations.
But that was the experience that SUNY
Buffalo Law Professor Kim Diana Con-
nolly, whose scholarship has focused on
wetlands law, had in Bucharest, Roma-
nia, in early July. 
The occasion was familiarly known
as COP11, or more formally, the 11th
Meeting of the Conference of the Con-
tracting Parties to the Ramsar Conven-
tion on Wetlands. The Ramsar Con-
vention, signed in Iran in 1971, seeks to
stem the loss of wetlands and promote
their economic, cultural, scientific and
recreational value. Signatories to the
treaty, including the United States, meet
every three years to consider further
resolutions on wetlands preservation
and update each other on their work on
behalf of wetlands in their countries. 
Connolly, who serves as chair of the
U.S. National Ramsar Committee, was
there as a member of the U.S. delega-
tion. She has published several articles
on the treaty, and notes
that 34 U.S. sites have
been designated as Ram-
sar wetlands – as small as a
protected area on the
Ohio State University
campus, and as big as the
Florida Everglades.
Worldwide, over 2,000
wetlands have been desig-
nated as being of interna-
tional importance.
The designation, Con-
nolly says, imposes very
limited legal obligations
on the country where the
wetlands are located, but
carries a kind of moral
suasion that can protect
the sites from encroach-
ment and development.
The major work of the
10-day conference was hammering out
resolutions that deal with wetlands.
Connolly was the lead person for the
U.S. delegation on a resolution assert-
ing that global climate change has sig-
nificant impact on wetland resources,
that countries should institute mea-
sures to protect wetlands against its ef-
fects and prepare for a changing planet,
and that scientists associated with the
Secretariat should engage in serious ef-
forts to study the matter.
Her working group, she says, met
early in the mornings before the daily
plenary sessions began at 10 a.m., then
reconvened at 6:15 p.m. and worked
late – sometimes till 1 a.m. “Part of the
process of international negotiation is
allowing people the time and space to
make their statements,” she says. “If you
just relax into the process and know
that people just need to say what they
need to say, the work can get done and
win-win solutions can be crafted.”
Working line by line, word by word,
they finally crafted a resolution that all
the delegates could endorse. They fin-
ished it literally at the last minute, hud-
dled on a balcony of the national Parlia-
ment building overlooking the main
avenue of Budapest.
Her role, Connolly says, was to serve
a client, in this case the U.S. State De-
partment, which was in favor of a reso-
lution but needed some changes before
approval. “It’s an honor to represent the
U.S.,” she says, “but I’m speaking on be-
half of the United States of America,
which just feels really different than my
normal wetlands work.” 
Because of the resolution, she says,
the Ramsar Convention’s scientific and
technical review panel will get to work
examining the impact of global climate
change on wetlands. “We’re the unique
convention working on the intersection
on wetlands and climate change,” Con-
nolly says. “Wetlands are horribly af-
fected by climate change; they can be
inundated, and their characteristics can
change. But wetlands can also provide a
strong opportunity for mitigation
against climate change,” in such areas as
flood protection and preservation of
water quality. The gravitas of a Ramsar
Convention resolution, she says, should
inform the internal deliberations of
member nations.
T
he resolution process may
seem like a debate team’s worst
nightmare, but Connolly says
it provides fodder for the class-
room. “I will teach multilateral negotia-
tion by using this example, so I have
more teaching opportunities for my
students,” she says. “I came back with
great stories and pictures, and they en-
gage more in learning about the nuts
and bolts of negotiation by hearing
about this and seeing the pictures. It’s
how real negotiation works.”  Connolly
adds that the working group “would
have gotten to a resolution without me,
but one of the things I did in the work-
ing group was that I spoke as a law pro-
fessor who teaches negotiation, and
thus helped people procedurally work
through the process.” 
And personally, Connolly says,  “Just
the energy of 10 days with a whole
bunch of people who care with all their
heart and soul about wetlands really
lifts me up as a scholar.”
Professor Kim
Diana Connolly,














July 6 to 13. 
Getting to yes
Professor Kim Diana Connolly 
represents the U.S. in tough global 
wetlands negotiation
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As he takes over the highest lead-ership position in the nation-wide legal fraternity Phi Alpha
Delta, in a sense Ronald J. Winter ’81 has
come full circle.
He joined the organization as a first-
year law student, and in his first post-
Law School job – “a week after I took the
bar exam,” he says – he traveled the na-
tion on behalf of Phi Alpha Delta, visit-
ing law schools, troubleshooting prob-
lems and talking up the fraternity’s mis-
sion of “service to the law student, law
school, community and profession.”
Now he will serve for two years as In-
ternational Justice – equivalent to board
chairman – after winning election at Phi
Alpha Delta’s biennial convention in
Scottsdale, Ariz., in August.
“It’s the culmination of a lifetime of
involvement with Phi Alpha Delta
which began at UB’s Law School 34
years ago when I was initiated,” says
Winter, who serves as principal law clerk
to New York State Court of Claims
Judge Richard C. Kloch Sr. in Lockport.
“Never in a million years would I have
dreamed I would end up holding the
gavel.”
Since those early years, he has served
the organization on the regional level,
and was first elected to the board in
1994. 
Phi Alpha Delta is the largest law fra-
ternity in the world and the second-
largest legal organization in the United
States, after the American Bar Associa-
tion. It has chapters throughout the
United States, Canada, Mexico and
Puerto Rico – at 206 ABA-accredited law
schools, over 300 undergraduate col-
leges and universities, and in 90 com-
munities worldwide.  The Buffalo chap-
ter was organized in 1968 and is named
in honor of Carlos C. Alden, the fourth
dean.
“The focus of our law school chap-
ters is to complement or supplement the
education of our law students by adding
a more practical component, providing
them with some hands-on education
with regards to legal practice,” Winter
says. An important part of that work is
helping students with job networking;
“the personal attention that we can pro-
vide our members through our alumni
network is really second to none,” he
says.
As International Justice, Winter says
he wants to recruit 6,000 new law stu-
dent members during the upcoming
academic year; enhance the fraternity’s
Web site; encourage greater use of the
alumni network; and find a new head-
quarters for the organization, which sold
its Baltimore office building this sum-
mer.  
The fraternity’s networking capabili-
ties are even more important, Winter
says, in today’s difficult legal employ-
ment market. “The days of getting into
law school, graduating and being set as
an attorney are behind us,” he says.
“There has been an upheaval in the be-
lief that a law degree guaranteed long-
term employment. We see attorneys be-
ing laid off, and certainly the young
graduates are competing in the job mar-
ket with people who have experience.” 
Phi Alpha Delta is working to help
law students expand their vision of the
kinds of jobs in which they can use their
legal skills, he says, adding, “Enhancing
their marketable skills and increasing
the network of contacts within our pro-
fession is what this fraternity is all
about.”
And for established lawyers, he says,
“it’s important to play an active role in
guiding our law students and young at-
torneys on their path. They should find
an outlet that they’re passionate about.
In my case, all along it’s been Phi Alpha
Delta. I believe wholeheartedly in its
mission of service to the law student, law
school, community and profession.” 
Serving from the top
Ronald J. Winter ’81 has ambitious plans as newly
elected national leader of Phi Alpha Delta
Recruiting law students, left to right: Mike Ellman ’13, Henry Zomerfeld ’14, Allison
Bozinski ’13, Ronald J. Winter ’81,  Jamella James ’15 and Ken Bostick ’13.
Front row, left to right:
Assistant Director Lisa M.
Mueller, Sheldon K.
Smith, Laurie Styka
Bloom, Mary Penn, Vice
Dean for Academic Af-
fairs James A. Gardner,
Richard F. DiGiacomo,
Terrence M. Gilbride,
Hon. E. Jeannette Ogden,
Brian M. Melber, Hon.
Barbara Howe, Amy P.
Herstek, Executive Direc-
tor and Vice Dean Ilene
R. Fleischmann and Ken-
neth A. Manning
Second row, left to right:
Hon. Lenora B. Foote-
Beavers, Stephanie Saun-
ders, Linda Lalli Stark and
Robert L. Boreanaz
Third row, left to right:
Ryan J. Mills, William F.
Savino and Marc W.
Brown
Fourth row, left to right:
Marion K. Henderson
and Pietra G. Lettieri.
On stairs, left to right:
Scott C. Becker, Brian D.
Gwitt, Michael T. Feeley,
Mary Pat Enright Flem-
ing, Robert P. Heary, An-
gela Zwirecki Miller, Alan
J. Bozer and Christopher
E. Copeland
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B
rian M. Melber ’96,
left, has been elected
president of the
SUNY Buffalo Law
Alumni Association. A part-
ner in the Buffalo law firm of
Personius and Melber, he
concentrates his practice in
white-collar criminal defense,
business litigation, commer-
cial litigation, personal injury
and false claims practice. A
1992 graduate of Canisius
College, he was an associate
with Brown & Kelly from
1996 through 2001 before
joining Personius and Melber.
A member of the American
Bar Association, the Erie
County and New York State
bar associations and the West-
ern New York Trial Lawyers
Association, he is a director of
the Bar Association of Erie
County.
Melber is an adjunct in-
structor of trial technique and
advanced trial technique at
SUNY Buffalo Law School,
and has trained law students
for moot court trial competi-
tions against law schools
across the nation for more
than 10 years.  
New alumni directors for a
three-year term are:
Christopher E. Copeland ’02
Michael T. Feeley ’92
Joseph M. Hanna ’05
Ryan J. Mills ’03
Stephanie A. Saunders ’00
Kirstin Lowry Sommers ’99
Linda Lalli Stark ’84
Board of Directors 2012-13
Brian M. Melber ’96 elected president
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Front row, left to right:Executive Director Ilene R. Fleischmann, Vice Dean for Academic Affairs
James A. Gardner, Ryan P. Crawford, Jessica M. Baker, James M. O’Keefe, Ryan Parisi, Teia M. Bui and
Assistant Director Patricia L. Warrington
Second row, left to right:Kimberly A. Georger, Kathleen T. Feroleto and Anne E. Joynt 
Third row, left to right: Marnie E. Smith, Jeffrey P. Gleason and Michael J. Hecker
Fourth row, left to right:Patricia C. Sandison and Stephanie J. Calhoun
On stairs, left to right: Kevin Espinosa, Seth D. Pullen, Elizabeth Blazey-Pennel, Michael J. Pastrick,
Elizabeth Fox-Solomon, Jeffrey T. Fiut and Joshua E. Dubs
We have chapters in the
following areas:
Albany, N.Y.
Kevin M. Grossman ’04
kmg343@gmail.com






Jennifer K. Meldrum ’10
JMeldrum@woodsoviatt.com 
New York City
Rebecca Monck Ricigliano  ’99
rebeccamonck@hotmail.com
Chicago
Daniel A. Sikka ’07
danny.sikka@us.mcd.com
Central New York 
Sam M. Tamburo ’65





No matter where you live or work,
your Law Alumni Association can
help you meet other alumni in your








Lisa M. Mueller ’93
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Standing, left to right: Stephen Gurney, Daniel Gorman, Marvin Dubin,
William Magavern, David Quinn, Roger Davison, Peter D Cook, Lou
Vallone, Frank McGarry, Anthony J. Polito, Hon. Robert E. Nicely, William
Schulz, Melvyn Hurwitz, Robert A. Moeller, Samuel J. Novara, Carl Dobozin
Sitting, left to right: Gerald J. Greenan, Willard J. Magavern Jr., Daniel E.
Barry Jr., Angelo F. LaDuca, Phillip Brothman
Melvyn Hurwitz and 
William J. Magavern
Hon. Robert E. Nicely
Class of1962
50+ Reunion
Class of 1962 
50th Reunion
Friday, May 18
Russell’s at Salvatore’s 
Grand Hotel
Seated, left to right: Anthony J Colucci Jr.
’58, Herbert Shafer ’50, John F. Canale ’47,
Hon. Ann T. Mikoll ’54, Hon. Joseph J.
Sedita ’50, Hon. Frank A Sedita ’60, W.
Donn McCarthy ’51, Ralph Halpern ’53,
Arc J. Petricca ’55
Standing , left to right: Anthony M. Sortino
’60, Anthony D. Parone ’60, Sandy
Rosenblum ’62, Gerald J. Greenan ’62, Phil
Brothman ’62, Frank R. Papa ’52, Hon.
Charles Newman ’50, Roger Davidson ’62,
Mel Hurwitz ’62, Hon. John P. Lane ’53,
Sandy Silverberg ’57, Grace Marie Ange
’57, John B. Elliott ’57, Tom Kelly ’52,
Arthur N. Bailey ’59, Frederic Washburn








For more photos, visit: www.law.buffalo.edu/forum/extra.asp
reunion
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Alumni connections
across the nation
Wherever you work or live, you can connect with your UB Law classmates and friendsby friending the UB Law





















Left to right: Asso
ciate Dean for Ca
reer Services
Lisa M. Patterson
 and Aditi Bhard
waj ’11
Left to right: Brittany M. Crowley ’15, Anne F.
Modica ’15 and Jacob R. Ark ’15
BUFFALO GOLD GROUP RECEPTION
Coca-Cola Field
GOLD Group Directors Seth D. Pullen ’09









BUFFALO GOLD GROUP RECEPTIONCoca-Cola Field
GOLD Group Director Michael J. Hecker ’09
Left to right: Jesslyn A. Holbrook ’11, Nathaniel S.
Bank ’11, Hon. Erin M. Peradotto ’84, Phillip G.
Borrelli ’11 and Rachelle M. Hoeflschweiger ’11










For more photos, visit: www.law.buffalo.edu/forum/extra.asp
Alumni welcome 
the Class of 2015
LAA Directo

























1L’s listen to the welcoming remarks at the Center for Tomorrow on
Aug. 30. Speakers were Vice Dean Ilene R. Fleischmann, Law
Alumni Association President Brian M. Melber ’96, GOLD Group












Jessica N.Carbone ’15and MaxwellB. Cohen ’15
Corey S. Chapin ’15, Michael S. Solomon ’15and Samantha A. Kintz ’15
LLM students Rajivan Thillainadarajah, Brenda
Cisneros Vilchis, Raja Harshavardhan, Elana













Janet Charles, Donald Dannecker,  
K.C. Kratt, Doug Levere,  Rob
McElroy, Mark Mulville and 
Nancy Parisi
Mailing address: 
SUNY Buffalo Law Forum 
310 O’Brian Hall
Buffalo, NY 14260
Visit us at www.law.buffalo.edu
SUNY Buffalo Law Forum is 
mailed free to alumni, 
faculty, students and 
friends of 
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We couldn’t have done it 
without you!
A special thanks to the UB Archives and the 
Charles B. Sears Law Library for research and historic
photography, and to UB Communications for its  invaluable
assistance with our multiple 125th anniversay projects.
Don’t miss our anniversary 
micro-site for a calendar of events, 
alumni profiles, video and audio clips of
oral histories, and much more!
www.law.buffalo.edu/125.asp
Cover photos, left to right:
Dean Charles Daniels, Dean Carlos Alden, Dean Jacob D. Hyman, 
Dean Mark DeWolfe Howe, Professor Virginia Leary, Professor Louis A. Del Cotto,
Dean Makau W. Mutua and UB President Satish K. Tripathi
SUNY  Buffalo Law School








Let us come together as alumni and friends 
to help our Law School reach new heights.
Help us surpass $1.25 million in our 125th year!
Opening doors for 
the next 125 years
To make a pledge, please contact Lucy Dadd at 
(716) 645-2113 or ladadd@buffalo.edu.
I would like to support SUNY Buffalo Law School
Name __________________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________________
City _____________________________________  State ___________  Zip _________________
E-mail ___________________________________________________  Phone: [     ] __________
❑ I am interested in receiving further information on the Circle of Leaders.
❑ I am interested in receiving further information on the 
Edwin & Erma Jaeckle Society.
❑ I am interested in receiving further information on the 
John Lord O’Brian Society.
❑ I am interested in receiving further information on the Jacob D. Hyman Society.
❑ I would like to learn how to make gifts to the Law School that will 
return income to me for my lifetime.
❑ I would consider naming the Law School in my will.
❑ Please call me to discuss my specific situation.
(Check as many boxes as appropriate)
Keep in touch … send us your news for Class Action 
Name: ___________________________________________________ Class: ___________________
Firm/Agency: __________________________________________________________________
Office Address: ___________________________________________ Title: _______________
_________________________________________________________ Zip: _________________
E-mail: ______________________________________________________________  Phone: [     ] ___________





I am willing to help organize: ❑ Reunion activities ❑ Local area activities
Our e-mail address is law-alumni@buffalo.edu
Remember to remit your 2012 – 13 Law Alumni Association dues  
(Check one)
❑ Classes of 2008–2012.....$35 ❑ Classes of 2008–2012*..............  $60   
❑ All Prior Classes *........... $60 ❑ Joint Membership with UB * ....$85
❑ Life membership * ....$1,000 ❑ Law students .............................$10
* Includes three one-hour CLE programs per membership year
Please mail to:  ❑Home  ❑Office Please return card with payment to ensure credit.
Make check payable to: SUNY Buffalo Law Alumni Association 
or pay online at www.law.buffalo.edu/alumni




E-mail _______________________________________________  Phone [     ] _______________
Home Address ___________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________ Zip____________________
E-mail ___________________________________________________  Phone [        ] ________________
Alumni Office
SUNY Buffalo Law School
John Lord O’Brian Hall
Buffalo, New York 14260-1100
Development Office
SUNY Buffalo Law School
John Lord O’Brian Hall
Buffalo, New York 14260-1100
Law Alumni Association
SUNY Buffalo Law School
John Lord O’Brian Hall
Buffalo, New York 14260-1100
